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Abstract 

Animals experience hydrodynamic forces (lift, drag, and side) and moments 

(pitching, yawing, and rolling) as a result of motion in an aqueous medium. Under 

selective pressure, most cetaceans, including porpoises, dolphins, and whales, 

developed a streamlined body shape and modified limbs, which delay the 

separation of flow, create lower drag when they swim, and therefore decrease their 

locomotor cost. In order to calculate the locomotor cost and propulsive efficiency 

of cetaceans, accurate estimates of drag on marine animals are required. However, 

extra momentum imparted into the fluid from lift and side forces as well as 

pitching, rolling, and yawing moments (here, the parasitic loads) results in extra 

drag force on the animal. Therefore, in addition to streaming and delaying flow 

separation, animals must also minimize excess fluid momentum resulting from 

parasitic loads.  

Given the endangered status of the North Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena 

glacialis; hereafter NARW), analyzing the hydrodynamic characteristics of the 

NARWs was the focus of this work. Additionally, previous studies showed that 

body shape of NARWs changes with life stages, reproduction status, nutritive 

conditions or prey abundance, and the effects of entanglement in fishing gear. 

Therefore, in this study, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis was 

performed on multiple 10 m three-dimensional NARW models with different body 

shapes (e.g., normal condition, emaciated, and pregnant) to measure baseline 
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measurements of flow regimes and hydrodynamic loads on the animal. Swimming 

speeds covering known right whale speed range (0.125 m/s to 8 m/s) were 

simulated in most scenarios. In addition to the hydrodynamic effects of different 

body shapes, drag was also considered a function of parasitic loads. The NARW 

models were embedded with bone segments that allowed one to manipulate the 

body pose of the model via adjusting the flippers or the spine of the animal before 

measuring hydrodynamic drag. By doing so, momentum from parasitic loads was 

expected to be eliminated. 

CFD simulations revealed that drag on NARWs is dictated by its irregular 

outline and that the drag coefficient (0.0071-0.0059; or dimensionless drag) of on 

NARWs is approximately twice that of many previous estimates for large 

cetaceans. It was also found that pregnant NARW model encounters the lowest 

drag coefficient due to delayed flow separation resulting from enlarged abdomen, 

whereas the emaciated NARW model experiences the highest drag coefficient 

possibly due to the concavity at the post-nuchal region. These results suggested 

that drag on NARWs and their thrust power requirements were indeed affected by 

its body shape but the differences between the three NARW models tested were 

small. Lastly, minimum drag, which corresponds to the elimination of the parasitic 

loads, can be obtained by adjusting the pose of the animal. Thus, minimum drag 

occurs at the neutral trim pose. For the static, normo-nourished NARW model, 

simulations revealed that by changing the angle of attack of the flippers by 4.03° 
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(relative to the free-stream flow) and pitching the spine downward by 5° while 

maintaining fluke angle, the drag was lowered by approximately 11% across the 

flow speeds tested. This drag reduction was relative to the drag study conducted 

on the same animal model but without body pose adjustments. 

Together the studies included in the present work explored and highlighted 

the capability of numerical methods in investigating the hydrodynamics and 

energetics of cetaceans. Future studies should address how computer solutions can 

be used to solve problems from a wider aspect. For instance, extra parasitic loads 

caused by attached gear as well as possible injuries due to the encounter with 

fishing gear should also be considered while evaluating the energy budget of the 

North Atlantic right whales. 

 

KEYWORDS: computational fluid dynamics; energetics; Eubalaena glacialis; 

hydrodynamic efficiency; hydrodynamics; morphology; North Atlantic right 

whale; trim drag 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 The physics of underwater movement 

1.1.1 Hydrodynamics 

When an object travels through fluid, resistance is created by physical 

forces, such as a force exerted upwards known as lift and a force exerted against 

the direction of the object, known as drag (Webb 1975, Vogel 1994, Munson et al. 

2010). Therefore, under selective pressure, the ancestors of modern cetaceans 

developed streamlined body shapes and transformed limbs to successfully return 

to aquatic environments (Gingerich et al. 1990, Uhen 2010). Their morphology 

delays separation of boundary layer and reduces drag while swimming (Fish 1993a, 

Vogel 1994, Goldbogen et al. 2006, Woodward et al. 2006a). To move forward, 

cetaceans and fish produce thrust with undulatory body movement (Lighthill 1969, 

Fish 1993a, Triantafyllou et al. 1993), suggesting that they use lift-based system to 

propel and compensate drag (Vogel 1994, Fish 1996). Additionally, observations at 

sea and locomotive data recorded by animal-borne tags indicate that cetaceans 

may adjust their behaviors to lower the energetic cost for swimming (Williams et 

al. 1992b, Nowacek et al. 2001, Miller et al. 2004, Goldbogen et al. 2006, Nousek-

McGregor et al. 2014, van der Hoop et al. 2014a, Williams and Maresh 2015). 

1.1.2 Energetic costs 

The total cost of transport (COT) is used to estimate the energetic 

expenditure of aquatic animals, which is sum of the maintenance cost, the rate of 
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oxygen consumed by the animal, and the locomotor cost, i.e., the energy cost for 

swimming (Fish 1993a, Williams 1999, Williams and Maresh 2015). Here, the COT 

is defined as the metabolic cost to move a body mass a given distance (J/kg/m) 

(Tucker 1975). Hence, optimal swimming efficiency can be associated with 

metabolic rate and drag of the animal (Miller et al. 2004). While direct 

measurements of metabolic cost of large cetaceans are difficult to obtain (Williams 

and Maresh 2015), the cost of locomotion and resistant drag in large marine 

mammals can be estimated with field observations and computer models (Miller 

et al. 2004, Goldbogen et al. 2007, Williams and Noren 2009, Nousek-McGregor 

2010, Goldbogen et al. 2012, van der Hoop et al. 2017c). 

1.2 Species background 

1.2.1 The North Atlantic right whale 

The North Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena glacialis, Müller 1776, Figure 

1.1; here after NARW) is a member of Family Balaenidae, which consists of three 

right whale species: North Atlantic right whale, North Pacific right whale (E. 

japonica), Southern right whale (E. australis), and bowhead whale (Balaena 

mysticetus). NARWs can grow up to approximately 14-15 m in length and up to 70 

tons in weight. The NARW has a highly arched jawline, a narrow upper jaw, and a 

massive head which can be up to one-third of its body length (Kraus and Rolland 

2007). Like other baleen whales, the NARW has long, elastic baleen plates growing 

down from its upper jaw, which allow it to capture food while it skims through the 

water surface or deep in the water column with mouth opened (Watkins and 
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Schevill 1976, Baumgartner and Mate 2003). Most NARWs are black with some 

white areas on the belly and chin, they have patches of roughened skin on their 

head, called “callosities”, that are commonly occupied by cyamid crustaceans 

(whale lice) and are usually yellow or white in color (Kraus and Rolland 2007). The 

individually distinctive patterns of callosities make it possible for scientists to 

identify individual whales throughout their lifespan, which can be up to 70 years 

(Kraus and Rolland 2007, Jefferson et al. 2008). 

NARWs gather in their summer feeding grounds, including U.S. waters off 

New York and New England, Great South Channel, and in Canadian waters of the 

Bay of Fundy, Scotia Shelf, Roseway Basin, and as north as Gulf of St. Lawrence 

(Figure 1.2, image courtesy of the New England Aquarium). They forage on 

planktonic copepod (primarily Calanus finmarchicus), their primary food (Kenney 

et al. 1986, Mayo and Marx 1990, Clapham et al. 1999, Baumgartner and Mate 

2003, Baumgartner et al. 2007). In winter, pregnant females travel to calving 

grounds in the coastal waters of southeastern United States (SEUS), including the 

waters off Georgia and Florida though as far north as N. Carolina, to give birth and 

raise their calves. The distribution of other demographic groups in winter is still 

unknown (Kraus and Rolland 2007, Jefferson et al. 2008, Waring et al. 2016, Davis 

et al. 2017, NMFS 2017). In recent years, changes in habitat use and animal 

distribution have been observed and led to a decrease in observation rate in their 

previously known habitats (Pettis et al. 2017a). For example, fewer individuals 
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have been detected in the Bay of Fundy and the Great South Channel, regions that 

used to be occupied by larger groups in summer (Waring et al. 2016). 

Historically, NARWs were considered the ‘right’ whales to hunt by whalers 

because they have rich oil (blubber), they swim slowly and close to shore, and they 

were more likely than other species of whales to float after being killed (Reeves and 

Mitchell 1986a, b). Unsurprisingly, NARWs were nearly extinct due to commercial 

whaling in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Kraus et al. 2005). NARW 

whaling can be dated back to the eleventh century in Basque, then American 

waters, Canadian waters, and Azores (Clapham et al. 1999, Reeves et al. 2007). 

With the invention of more efficient tools and whaling ships, right whaling was 

expanded from near-shore to the open ocean. Ultimately, it became a commercial 

‘fishery’. Reeves et al. (2007) estimated 5500 NARWs were taken from the western 

North Atlantic between 1934 and 1951 based on written documents. However, the 

authors noted that this number is certainly underestimated and the pre-

exploitation population size for NARWs is still unknown. The population size 

might have been as low as 100 individuals when the take of NARWs was banned in 

1935 (Waring et al. 2016). NARW is currently one of the most endangered large 

whale species in the world. Even though the NARW population has recovered to 

approximately 409 individuals in past decades under international protection 

(Pettis et al. 2020), its growth rate has been considered to be in decline since 1980 

(Caswell et al. 1999, Pace et al. 2017). 
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Figure 1.1 A pair of North Atlantic right whale. Photo courtesy of New England 

Aquarium, taken under NOAA Research Permit #655-1652-01. 
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Figure 1.2 Right whale habitats. Image courtesy of the New England Aquarium. 
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1.2.2 Anthropogenic disturbances and conservation 

Because NARW habitats and migratory corridors overlap with fishing 

grounds and shipping lanes along the east coast of North America, two major 

anthropogenic causes of mortality are entanglement in fishing gear (Figure 1.3) 

and vessel strikes (Kraus et al. 2005, Knowlton et al. 2012, Moore 2014, Sharp et 

al. 2019). To avoid such unnatural mortalities, fishery regulations, dynamic area 

management, and seasonal area management have been issued by the Federal 

government, especially in northeastern and southeastern United States, the critical 

habitats of NARWs (Knowlton et al. 2012, Laist et al. 2014, Kraus et al. 2016). 

However, the human-related mortality rate is still high and is assumed to be 

increasing (Kraus et al. 2016, Pace et al. 2017). Due to an increased number of 

mortalities since the beginning of 2017, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration declared an Unusual Mortality Event (UME) under the Marine 

Mammal Protection Act (NMFS 2017). Moreover, a recent publication using aerial 

photogrammetry revealed that the NARW population is in poor health when 

comparing to other right whale populations worldwide (Christiansen et al. 2020). 

These phenomena demonstrate an urgent need of understanding the mechanisms 

of human-animal interaction, as well as individual and population-level health. 
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Figure 1.3 An entangled North Atlantic right whale. Photo courtesy of the Florida 

Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, taken under NOAA Research Permit 

#15488. 

 

1.3 Energetics of the North Atlantic right whales 

1.3.1 Foraging behavior of baleen whales 

Baleen whales (or Mysticeti) include the largest animals on earth. As their 

name implies, baleen whales have racks of baleen, instead of teeth, in their mouths. 

These keratinous plates grow downward from their upper jaw, lie between tongue 

and lip on both sides of the mouth, and filter prey from seawater when foraging 

(Clapham et al. 1999, Werth 2001). Both Balaenopterids (e.g., blue, fin, humpback, 

minke whales, etc.) and Balaenids (i.e., right and bowhead whales) use their baleen 

plates and fringes, filamentous tissues extended from the edge of baleen plates, to 

filter prey from water at the sea surface or deep in the water column (Clapham et 

al. 1999, Werth 2001). However, their foraging mechanisms are different (Werth 
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2004, Woodward et al. 2006a, Goldbogen et al. 2007). Balaenopterids forage with 

an strategy called lunge-feeding, in which the animal accelerates itself, opens its 

mouths, and then engulfs a considerable quantity of prey-laden water (Goldbogen 

et al. 2006, Goldbogen et al. 2007). The increased cross-section and surface areas 

of the animal due to mouth-opening, expansion of the buccal cavity, and drag of 

the baleen plates lead to extremely high drag condition when feeding and thus limit 

animal’s dive durations (Goldbogen et al. 2006, Goldbogen et al. 2007). In 

contrast, Balaenids perform suspension feeding, or ram feeding, by swimming 

through prey-dense water at relatively constant speeds and continuously filtering 

waters with its mouth opened (Watkins and Schevill 1976, Werth 2001, 2004, 

Lambertsen et al. 2005). Differences between feeding mechanisms in both groups 

are associated with distinct morphological difference in body and appendage 

shapes (Woodward et al. 2006a). For instance, high aspect ratio flukes of Balaenids 

have been associated with skim feeding that requires continuous thrust production 

at a relatively slow speed (Woodward et al. 2006a). The length and number of 

baleen plates, as well as the stiffness and fineness of the mesh from fraying of the 

plates vary among species, reflecting their prey sources and strategies they use to 

feed (Clapham et al. 1999, Werth 2001). Filtration rate of an animal determines 

the time it needs to spend on foraging (Kenney et al. 1986, Baumgartner and Mate 

2003, Goldbogen et al. 2007, Baumgartner et al. 2017, van der Hoop et al. 2019). 

A lower filtration rate implies that the animal performs fewer foraging attempts 

during each dive or that the prey availability is insufficient, so the total foraging 
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time required to search and intake enough food in order to meet its energy 

demands will be longer. 

1.3.2 Energy budget of world’s largest predators 

A positive energy balance (i.e., caloric intake of food is greater than the 

caloric expenditure for maintenance activities) is required by any individual to 

accomplish tasks other than survival. For example, female animals must store 

enough energy for pregnancy and lactation, and migratory species require 

adequate energy intake during feeding season (Williams and Maresh 2015). 

NARWs gather at their summer feeding grounds and forage on planktonic copepod 

(primarily Calanus finmarchicus stage 5) (Mayo and Marx 1990, Clapham et al. 

1999, Baumgartner and Mate 2003, Baumgartner et al. 2007). Due to the high-

drag nature of ram-feeding, NARWs require high-density prey patches for foraging 

to keep their energy consumption profitable. Baumgartner and Mate (2003) found 

that the prey density in NARW feeding grounds is enough to maintain the daily 

energy demand of an individual (i.e., metabolism and cost for foraging). However, 

a recent study suggests that most NARWs in their primary foraging grounds are 

just barely meeting their energy demands, especially lactating females (Nousek-

McGregor et al. 2014). Hence, it is unclear whether the existing prey abundance is 

sufficient to support the whole population in terms of raising calves (Baumgartner 

and Mate 2003). Additionally, the specialized morphology of feeding apparatus 

and slow swimming speed of NARWs indicate that they are unlikely to switch to 

other prey (for example, herring) (Clapham et al. 1999, Mayo et al. 2001), and that 
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NARWs may spend more time searching for food as the distribution of copepods 

has changed. 

1.3.3 Applications of computational modeling 

To investigate specific questions related to locomotor energetic (e.g., to 

calculate the thrust power generated by NARWs), the drag of a NARW needs to be 

determined first. Nousek-McGregor (2010) calculated the drag (131.81 N) on a 

NARW swimming at 0.97 m/s recorded with a digital tag attached on the animal, 

she also estimated the drag (114.67 N) when the animal swims at 0.51 m/s using a 

computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model. Working with an entangled whale 

during a disentanglement attempt, van der Hoop et al. (2014) empirically 

measured the drag on the entangled NARW prior to and after disentanglement. 

Their results suggested that the increased total power input due to added gear 

ranged from 4.1% to 120.9%, and the increased locomotive power requirements 

ranged from 60% to 164.6% under different gear configurations (van der Hoop et 

al. 2014b). A follow-up study compared the changes in locomotive patterns (e.g., 

fluke stroke rate) and kinematic parameters (e.g., thrust power and propulsion 

efficiency) of two entangled NARWs before and after disentanglement and 

concluded that entanglement had significant impacts on the locomotion in both 

cases (van der Hoop et al. 2017c). These studies estimated energetic expenditure 

of NARWs either numerically or empirically and provide an insight into the cost of 

locomotion for large marine mammals and the energetic liability due to 

entanglement. 
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1.4 Dissertation overview 

While there is an urgent need to protect the North Atlantic right whales, 

difficulties in understanding the hydrodynamics and energetics of this species are 

acknowledged. For instance, NARWs live in the open oceans and it is unlikely that 

their kinematics to be measured in situ, so to understand the true consequences 

(e.g., energetic costs) of events such as entanglement, one can turn to numerical 

methods informed by empirical data. Therefore, the broad objective of my 

dissertation is to use numerical methods to examine the hydrodynamic 

performance of the NARW from the standpoint of basic physics and energy.  
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Chapter 2 Computational fluid dynamics of flow 
regimes and hydrodynamic forces generated by a 
gliding North Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena 
glacialis) 

2.1 Introduction 

Drag is the resistance to forward movement through a fluid(Vogel 1994). 

The drag is dependent on the viscosity and density of the fluid. The magnitude of 

drag is determined by physical properties such as fluid density, cross-section or 

wetted area of the object, and how fast it moves. This rule applies to living 

organisms, since they must overcome drag to move forward (Vogel 1994). 

Therefore, under selection pressure, ancestors of aquatic animals evolved 

streamlined body shapes to swim faster with a low energetic effort and increase 

their fitness in an aquatic environment (Fish 1993a, Vogel 1994, Woodward et al. 

2006a). Namely, the smooth outline of these animals allows a thin layer of fluid 

(i.e., boundary layer) to attach to the surface of the animal. Within this layer, the 

flow remains laminar and incurs lower drag due to frictional forces within the 

boundary layer. In addition, the streamline body reduces the pressure differential 

around the body to minimize drag. To estimate the required energy output, one 

needs to measure the drag on these animals and, because the product of drag and 

velocity is power, the rate at which energy for propulsion is expended also requires 

an estimate of the drag (Vogel 1994). For that reason, the higher the drag, the more 

power, and therefore energy, is required by the animal to maintain a constant 

swimming speed. 
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The North Atlantic right whale, NARW, population declined dramatically 

and nearly to extinction due to commercial whaling in the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries (Kraus et al. 2005). Currently, the NARW is one of the most 

endangered cetaceans worldwide with approximately 409 individuals remaining 

(Pettis et al. 2020). With few exceptions, hunting NARWs became illegal in 1935 

and these animals have been protected in the U.S.A. by the Marine Mammal 

Protection Act and Endangered Species Act, which were enacted in the 1970s. 

However, NARWs are still on the edge of extinction due to two major 

anthropogenic causes of mortality: vessel strike and entanglement in fishing gear 

(Kraus et al. 2005, Sharp et al. 2019), and low reproductive output (Kraus et al. 

2001, Pace et al. 2017, Corkeron et al. 2018). 

Entanglement in fishing gear has been considered a central issue for the 

NARW population (Knowlton et al. 2016, Kraus et al. 2016). During entanglement 

events, these NARWs may end up having impaired physical functions (e.g., 

reduced feeding capability, emaciation, increased energy demands, inability to 

locomote effectively) for several months or years and eventually die due to 

drowning, starvation, or infections (Moore et al. 2010, Cassoff et al. 2011, Moore 

2014, Knowlton et al. 2016, van der Hoop et al. 2017b, Sharp et al. 2019). 

Therefore, understanding the mechanisms and consequences of entanglement is 

crucial yet challenging, because in situ data collection is unlikely due to 

unpredictable location and timing of entanglements. 
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Although some entangled NARWs demonstrated behavioral differences 

from unencumbered individuals such as altered swimming patterns and diving 

depths (van der Hoop et al. 2014b, van der Hoop et al. 2017c), little is known about 

how these animals are affected by gear attachment in terms of energetic costs. 

Negative energy balance due to the additional costs of fishing gear drag can impact 

both individual and population health through decreasing body condition and 

inhibiting normal behavior, reproduction and migration for example (Williams 

and Maresh 2015). Therefore, estimating drag on NARWs is an essential approach 

to assess how energy demand has changed due to increased drag resulting from 

entanglement (Howle et al. 2018). 

Several attempts have been made to estimate the drag or thrust power 

generated by aquatic animals. For example, fluid mechanical experiments in 

laboratories (Drucker and Lauder 2002), analyzing data collected by biologging 

tags in the field, or videotape recordings of captive animals have been conducted 

(Fish 1993b, 1998, Goldbogen et al. 2007, van der Hoop et al. 2017c). In addition, 

computational models have been shown as practical tools to calculate drag on 

marine mammals (Nousek-McGregor 2010, Shorter et al. 2014, Zhang et al. 2019). 

With respect to the baseline drag estimates, computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) models could be a solution when one tries to examine fluid mechanics of a 

fully-submerged marine animal (Shorter et al. 2014). Nousek-McGregor (2010) 

estimated drag on a NARW swimming at 0.514 m/s using a CFD model. Accurate 

estimates of drag on marine animals are required to investigate the overall 
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locomotive cost (Nousek-McGregor 2010), the propulsive efficiency (van der Hoop 

et al. 2017c), and the impacts of entanglement with respect to energy expenditure 

while the animal is carrying fishing gear (van der Hoop et al. 2017a, van der Hoop 

et al. 2017b). To my knowledge, no studies have systematically estimated 

hydrodynamic drag across the range of NARW’s swimming speeds or analyzed flow 

regime on a gliding NARW using numerical methods. 

Given the difficulties in measuring the drag on large whales in the field, I 

aimed to estimate the hydrodynamic forces using computer simulations in order 

to investigate the following questions: 1) how does the flow regime and boundary 

layer thickness change along the longitudinal axis of the NARW? and 2) how do 

various hydrodynamic forces, such as shear stress, drag, and pressure disperse on 

the NARW? The methodological approach taken in this study is a CFD analysis 

over a morphologically accurate 10 m NARW model using a commercial flow solver 

(SolidWorks Flow Simulation 2019) to obtain baseline measurements of drag and 

other hydrodynamic parameters on the NARW model. The research presented 

here provides one of the first investigations into the hydrodynamic properties of 

free-swimming, un-entangled NARWs and the only one to my knowledge that tests 

the range of swimming speeds observed for NARWs using CFD analysis. 

2.2 Methods 

In this study, CFD analysis was selected for providing detailed 

measurements of drag and other hydrodynamic parameters on a three-

dimensional NARW model. Swimming speeds covering the known NARW range 
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were tested. Using the CFD simulations, I analyzed 1) boundary layer thicknesses, 

2) flow regimes, 3) shear stress, 4) drag, and 5) pressure at a far-field flow speed of 

2 m/s. 

2.2.1 Three-dimensional right whale model 

Nousek-McGregor (2010) modified a three-dimensional NARW model in 

Blender 2.49 (Blender Foundation, 2010) based on geometric measurements of 

NARW from necropsy measurements and aerial photogrammetry. Aerial 

photographs of free-ranging animals were collected by the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Association (NOAA)’s Southeast Fisheries Science Center branch 

during the summers of 2000, 2001, and 2002 in the Bay of Fundy, Canada, 

following the methods of Perryman & Lynn (2002). This methodology enabled 

highly accurate 2D measurements to be taken from the dorsal view of individual 

animals, so measures of body length, body width, fineness ratio, fluke span, and 

fluke platform were collected (Perryman and Lynn 2002). Measurements collected 

from photogrammetry were then supplemented with measurements of necropsied 

animals to generate a three-dimensional model (Moore et al. 2005). Morphometric 

information obtained from a total of 165 adult NARWs were used to improve the 

fit of the three-dimensional NARW model. 
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Figure 2.1 The three-dimensional NARW model. Note that the model (a) is 

displayed in its neutral gliding position in the computational domain (b) with 

flippers’ midline perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the animal and the 

dihedral angle of both flippers was 45 deg below horizonal platform. The fluke was 

displayed horizontally. 
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The static, morphologically accurate 10 m (length over all, LoA) NARW 

model was used for CFD simulations. The NARW model was displayed at a 

presumed neutral gliding position with flippers’ midline perpendicular to the 

longitudinal axis of the animal and the dihedral angle of both flippers was 45 deg 

below the horizonal platform. The fluke is displayed in the simulated neutral 

orientation in (Figure 2.1a). 

2.2.2 Hydrodynamic parameters 

Far-field flow speed 

Hydrodynamic forces such as shear stress and drag are dependent on the 

relative speed between the surrounding fluid and the submerged object. To 

estimate the baseline forces on the NARW model, swimming speeds from 0.125 

m/s to 8.0 m/s were simulated within the CFD study domain and the NARW model 

was assumed to remain static (non-articulating). The NARW model was centered 

at the frontal plane of the computational domain and placed somewhat closer to 

the front, because adequate distance is needed for turbulent flow trailing behind 

the animal to become stable. 

Reynolds number 

The dimensionless speed is given by the Reynolds number, Re , which 

expresses the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces and is defined by  

 𝑅𝑒 =
𝑈𝐿

𝜈
  (2.1) 

where 𝑈, 𝐿, and 𝜈  are, respectively, far-field flow speed, body length, and fluid 

kinematic viscosity. Reynolds number further characterizes the flow regimes: at a 
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lower Reynolds number below approximately 2000, the flow is laminar, whereas 

the flow becomes turbulent as the Reynolds number exceeds 2000 (Vogel 1994). 

For the present work, I used the overall length of the animal, 10 m, as the length 

scale in calculating the Reynolds number. 

Drag coefficient 

For reporting the dimensionless drag, I use the drag coefficient,  

 𝐶𝐷 =
𝐷

𝜌

2
𝑈2𝐴

 (2.2) 

where 𝐷, 𝜌, and 𝐴 are the drag force, fluid density, and drag area, respectively. For 

the drag area (discussed further in the Results section), I use the whale’s exterior 

(wetted) surface area; 48.42 m2 for the NARW model used in this study. 

2.2.3 Numerical model 

The CFD simulations on the representative NARW model were conducted 

using the SolidWorks Flow Simulation 2019 software package (Dassault Systemes 

SolidWorks Corporation, Waltham, MA). The simulations were performed in a 

computational domain with dimensions of 14 m (wide) x 14 m (high) x 27 m (long) 

(Figure 2.1b). This computational domain was selected following a detailed 

domain size and mesh density convergence study (provided in the Supplemental 

Information). The simulations employed transport equations for turbulent kinetic 

energy and turbulent energy dissipation rate (k-ε model). The default wall 

roughness and turbulence parameters were used as these gave reasonable results 

in previous work (Weber et al. 2011). The flow solver used a single system of 

equations to simulate laminar and turbulent flow with transition between these 
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flow regimes enabled. Laminar to turbulent transition is handled via the method 

of modified wall functions using Van Driest’s profile instead of a logarithmic 

profile. Integral boundary layer theory is used if the local mesh size is smaller than 

the local boundary layer. Additional details of the simulation methods are available 

in the SolidWorks Flow Simulation technical documentation (Dassault Systemes 

SolidWorks Corporation, Waltham, MA). As inconsistent results were obtained 

with the automatic mesh refinement feature of the software in previous work 

(Weber et al. 2011), I manually specified the mesh geometry following a detail 

mesh convergence study with finite volume cells concentrating near the NARW 

model surface. For the full-domain simulations, I used a total of 11,517,423 finite 

volume cells. I ran 12 parallel flow speed simulations with the average solution 

time of approximately 4 h per simulation on an 80-processor workstation with 256 

GB of RAM. When I undertook CFD simulations on the NARW model in its half-

domain, I found discontinuous flow regimes on its midline (Figure 2.2), this issue 

was resolved when full-domain simulations were performed instead. 
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Figure 2.2 Boundary layer type simulated in half domain. Blue shows laminar flow 

while red shows turbulent flow. Intermediate colors indicate transitional flow. 

Turbulent flow anomalies are found at the midline of the NARW model when 

simulating in half-domain. This phenomenon is eliminated if the full domain 

model is used. 

 

2.3 Results 

After CFD simulations were completed, I examined Reynolds numbers and 

drag coefficients for each tested flow speed and focused on hydrodynamic 

parameters measured at a far-field flow speed of 2 m/s. Particle pathlines 

simulated at a speed of 2 m/s around the left pectoral fin (Figure 2.3a) and the left 

fluke (Figure 2.3b) of the NARW model showed blue recirculating regions that 

indicate partial stall for the pectoral flipper and tip vortices that occur at the tip of 
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both the pectoral fin and the fluke (Figure 2.3, red arrows) indicating lift 

generation by these surfaces. 

2.3.1 CFD model performance 

Because the issue of flow regimes near the midplane of the NARW model 

was resolved by undertaking full-domain simulations, the discontinuous flow 

regimes are considered artificial as results from a numerical interaction between 

the symmetry plane and the turbulence model. Other results, such as drag, shear 

stress, and pressure distribution, were not significantly affected by the symmetry 

plane – turbulence model interaction. 

2.3.2 Fluid velocity and Reynolds number 

As shown in Figure 2.4, I found that the drag force vs. Reynolds number fit 

to a quadratic polynomial model (R2=1; Figure 2.4a, squares), whereas the drag 

coefficient was weakly dependent on Reynolds number (Figure 2.4a and 2.4b). 

Fluid velocity on the medial plane of the NARW model at a far-field flow speed of 

2 m/s is shown in Figure 2.5. Higher fluid velocities on the animal appeared at 

mid-body regions (approximately 0.3 to 0.6 LoA) of the NARW, where the cross-

sectional area of the animal was the greatest and above its blowholes (Figure 2.5, 

orange-red colors). 

Lower fluid velocities appeared at regions before the rostrum and within 

the thin layer of water attaching to the NARW (i.e., the boundary layer; Figure 

2.5, cyan-green colors). Lowest flow velocity was found at the tip of the rostrum 

at 0 m/s (Figure 2.5, blue color). 
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Figure 2.3 Particle pathlines on the flipper and the fluke of the NARW model. The 

far-field flow speed is 2 m/s. Warmer colors illustrate higher local flow speeds 

while cooler colors express lower speeds around the NARW. The blue recirculating 

regions on the left pectoral fin indicate partial stall. Tip vortices occurred at the tip 

of both the pectoral fin and the fluke (red arrows). 
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Figure 2.4 Drag and drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds number. Drag and 

Reynolds number fit to a quadratic polynomial model (a) whereas drag coefficient 

is weakly dependent on Reynolds number (a, b). 
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Figure 2.5 Fluid velocity on the medial plane of the NARW model. The flow speed 

is 2 m/s. Higher fluid velocities (orange-red colors) appeared at mid-body regions 

(approximately 0.3 to 0.6 LoA) of the NARW, where the cross-section area of the 

animal is the greatest, and above its blowholes. Lower fluid velocities (cyan-green 

colors) appeared at regions before the rostrum and within a thin layer of water 

attaching to the surface of the NARW (i.e., boundary layer). Lowest fluid velocity 

(blue color) was found at the tip of the rostrum (stagnation point) at a flow speed 

of 0 m/s. 

 

2.3.3 Boundary layer thickness and type 

The boundary layer attaching to the NARW can be distinguished from the 

surroundings by the visualized flow speeds over the animal as shown in Figure 2.5: 

an overall thin boundary layer in regions of thickening animal cross-section (from 

the rostrum to approximately 0.6 LoA) and thickening boundary layer in regions 
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of diminishing cross-section (from approximately 0.6 LoA to fluke tips). The 

thickest boundary layer, over 23 cm, was found at the lateral sides of the peduncle, 

before the insertion point of the fluke (Figure 2.6a, regions in red), whereas the 

boundary layer over the outer parts of the fluke had a thickness less than 1.7 cm 

(Figure 2.6a, regions in blue on the flukes). The flow was laminar from the tip of 

the rostrum to approximately 0.6 LoA (Figure 2.6b, regions in blue) and was fully 

turbulent from approximately 0.8 LoA to the fluke notch (Figure 2.6b, regions in 

red). Furthermore, laminar flow occurred on the surface of the fluke outside of the 

body wake region (Figure 2.6b, regions in blue on the flukes). 

2.3.4 Shear stress, drag, and pressure 

In order to make some computations less expensive, the distributions of 

shear stress, form drag, and pressure on the NARW model were simulated in half 

domain as these quantities were unaffected by any symmetry plane – turbulence 

model interaction and are shown in Figure 2.7 and 2.8. The shear stress (Figure 

2.7a) and its z component, the form drag (Figure 2.7b), were in opposite directions 

therefore the shading of the form drag was inverted (i.e., warmer colors indicate 

lower absolute values of drag force). 

The shear stress and the form drag were higher in regions facing forward on 

the head, which correspond to the blunt shape and irregular outlines of the head. 

A few body parts also experienced higher form drag forces, e.g., the leading edge 

of the appendages (i.e., flippers and flukes). I found higher drag on the surface of 

the flippers and fluke close to the trailing edge. 
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The gradient of pressure force on the NARW model is presented in Figure 

2.8. The highest pressure occurred at the tip of the rostrum, which is the stagnation 

point of the NARW, and the leading edge of the appendages (Figure 2.8, red color). 

Pressure in the head region and between approximately 0.6 LoA to the fluke notch 

was higher than in the mid-body regions (approximately 0.4 to 0.6 LoA), and the 

observed pressure distribution was comparable to the differences in fluid velocity 

shown in Figure 2.5. This phenomenon follows Bernoulli’s principle (outside of the 

boundary layer): lower pressure is accompanied by higher flow speed and the fluid 

velocity is zero at the stagnation point. 
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Figure 2.6 Boundary layer thickness and type. Overall thin boundary layer (cooler 

colors) in regions of thickening animal cross-section and thickening boundary 

layer (warmer colors) in regions of diminishing cross-section (a). The thickest 

boundary layer was found at the lateral sides of the peduncle, whereas the 

boundary layer over the outer part of the flukes was the thinnest. Flow is laminar 

(blue color) from the rostrum to approximately 0.6 LoA and is fully turbulent from 

approximately 0.8 LoA to the fluke notch (red color). Furthermore, laminar flow 

occurred on the surface of the flukes outside of the body wake region (b). 
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Figure 2.7 Shear stress and form drag on the NARW model. The form drag was in 

the opposite direction of the shear stress and therefore its shading was inverted 

(i.e., warmer colors indicate lower absolute values of drag force). The shear stress 

(a) and the form drag (b) were higher in regions faced forward on the head and the 

leading edge of the appendages. Drag on the surface of flippers and flukes close to 

the trailing edge was higher. 
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Figure 2.8 Pressure gradient on the NARW model. The highest pressure occurred 

at the tip of the rostrum and the leading edge of the appendages (red color). 

Pressure in head regions and approximately 0.6 LoA to the fluke notch was higher 

than the mid-body regions (approximately 0.4 to 0.6 LoA) of the NARW model. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

Previous studies have shown the value in attempting to evaluate drag on 

free-swimming and entangled NARWs to understand the effects of entanglement 

in fishing gear on this species (Cassoff et al. 2011, Knowlton et al. 2012, Moore and 

van der Hoop 2012, van der Hoop et al. 2014b, Knowlton et al. 2016, van der Hoop 

et al. 2016, van der Hoop et al. 2017a, van der Hoop et al. 2017c). However, drag 

predictions under various circumstances are fragmentary: methodology and 

morphometric measurements of NARWs used by previous work were inconsistent. 
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Hence, the initial objective of this study was to obtain the baseline drag on a NARW 

across a range of swimming speeds via a computational approach. 

2.4.1 Body length, surface area, and enclosed volume for Re 
and CD 

The similarity variables used for reporting dimensionless speed and drag, 

namely the Reynolds number and drag coefficient, require the input of length and 

area. For calculation of the Reynolds number, I used the whale’s total overall 

length. For calculating the drag coefficient, the choice of drag area depends on the 

general drag-producing body and the dominant drag mechanics; for example, 

friction drag or pressure drag. Friction drag arises from fluid shearing force in a 

laminar or turbulent (or both) boundary layer and is typically the dominant drag 

mechanism for streamlined bodies in the absence of large regions of flow 

separation and in the absence of wave drag. Because the NARW model was placed 

at the central region of the cross section of the computational domain (i.e., the 

animal was not at or close to the surface as shown in Figure 2.1b), wave drag was 

not considered in this paper (Fish 2000). The drag area, 𝐴, is defined as  

  A ≈
D

q
   (2.3) 

where 𝐷 is the drag force and the dynamic pressure, 𝑞, is defined by  

  q =
ρ

2
U2 (2.4) 

In equation 2.4, 𝜌 is the fluid density and 𝑈 is the far-field flow speed. In the 

absence of an informed choice of the appropriate area to use for calculation of the 
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drag coefficient, equation 2.2, the drag area given by equation 2.3 may be used 

(Hoerner 1965).   

2.4.2 Hydrodynamic performance of the NARW 

The CFD model simulated local flow speeds and hydrodynamic forces on 

the NARW model (Figure 2.5, 2.7 and 2.8) and the gradient of such forces can be 

distinguished in regard to the contours of the model, especially in its head and 

post-nuchal regions. The results presented here may serve as a reference for future 

research that inter alia seeks for an ideal location to attach tags to NARWs. In 

addition, I found the frontal areas that face incoming flow endure higher drag, 

approximately two times the drag on adjacent areas. This finding is especially 

valuable when one investigates animals that are in poor body condition. Currently, 

researchers at the New England Aquarium (Boston, MA) have a protocol to assess 

NARW health. The body condition score is determined by the amount of fat in an 

individual’s neck area (Pettis et al. 2004). Once an animal becomes emaciated, its 

body shape changes and usually concavities in the neck regions will be observed. 

Based on the model, I hypothesized that such concavities may 1) cause an animal 

suffer higher drag because the frontal areas are enlarged, and 2) destroy the 

boundary layer attached to the animal. Cetaceans, along with many other aquatic 

animals, have specialized morphology that delays separation of boundary layer and 

reduces drag while swimming (Vogel 1994). Therefore, shifts in body shape from a 

healthy body condition to a less-streamlined emaciated one could make flow 

separation on the animal occur earlier, ultimately causing higher drag. Emaciation 
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indicates that the animal cannot intake enough food to support its basal 

metabolism and locomotive cost while nonideal body shape makes this situation 

worse. For those NARWs that become emaciated due to entanglement in fishing 

gear (Knowlton and Kraus 2001), they may therefore still experience higher drag 

after they are freed and need a longer time to recover. If it is a reproductive female, 

its birth interval could be extended in order to physiologically recover after a 

combination of reproduction and entanglement. Pettis et al. (2017) showed that 

recovering from less-streamlined body shape to optimal body condition may take 

approximately a year for minor-to-moderate entangled individuals and resting 

females. Therefore, I recommend that energy expenditure associated with 

transformed body shape should serve as an additional factor when conducting 

animal and population health assessments. 

2.4.3 Whale drag predictions 

By referring to the nondimensional drag coefficient of a submerged object, 

drag forces are comparable between objects of different shapes under various flow 

conditions as long as the dimensionless similitude parameters match. For that 

reason, measurements of drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds number from 

current and previous studies across cetacean species are shown in Figure 2.9 in 

order to compare drag coefficients across different body shapes, lengths, and 

swimming speeds (Lang and Daybell 1963, Bose and Lien 1989, Fish 1998, Miller 

et al. 2004, Nousek-McGregor 2010, van der Hoop et al. 2014b, van der Hoop et 

al. 2017c). The values of drag coefficients from the literature are listed in Table 2.1. 
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Nousek-McGregor (2010) undertook CFD simulations on a three-dimensional 

NARW model and calculated drag with a hydrodynamic model and data collected 

from NARWs in their habitats. van der Hoop et al. (2014) also calculated drag with 

a hydrodynamic model and data recorded by animal-borne tags attached to a 

NARW. 

Lang and Daybell (1963) estimated drag with a hydrodynamic model and 

data collected from the literature, a blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus), and from 

video footage of a captive Pacific white side dolphin (Lagenorhynchus 

obliquidens). Miller et al. (2004) calculated drag on sperm whales (Physeter 

macrocephalus) with a hydrodynamic model and data recorded by animal-borne 

tags. Fish (1998) video-recorded captive cetaceans, including orcas 

(Orcinus  orca), false killer whales (Pseudorca crassidens), belugas 

(Delphinapterus leucas), and bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus), and 

estimated drag based on decelerations of the video-recorded animals. Drag 

coefficients of a fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus) fluke calculated by Bose and 

Lien (1989) are included for comparing research methods. As shown in Figure 2.9, 

under similarity conditions, which are represented by Reynolds number here, 

these animals are affected by drag at different levels and I found that the drag 

estimation for NARW was higher than predicted by previous studies for other large 

whale species. 

While there is no need to know exactly the values of each component of drag 

coefficients and Reynolds numbers for each species to undertake such 
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comparisons (Vogel 1994), one must acknowledge that 1) every drag coefficient 

and Reynolds number is calculated under  particular conditions, regardless of 

which parameter has changed in the course of measurements, and 2) both 

experimental (e.g., video footage and tagging) and numerical (e.g., CFD 

simulation) approaches simplify the calculation. Possible explanations for such 

diverse results may be differences in the morphology of the animals, their 

swimming speeds and capabilities, and various methods used to calculate drag. For 

instance, when cruising at similar speeds, slender body shapes of rorquals suggest 

that they encounter lower drag and have higher swimming efficiency than NARWs, 

sperm whales, and belugas (Fish 1998, Goldbogen et al. 2006, Woodward et al. 

2006a), whereas the latter species have developed corresponding morphological 

or behavioral specializations to overcome inefficiency due to their body form. 

Higher swimming speeds during foraging observed in Delphinidae such as 

orcas and bottlenose dolphins force them to endure higher drag since drag 

increases with the square of speed (Vogel 1994, Fish 1998). Lastly, advanced 

computer technology enhances the resolution of three-dimensional NARW models 

and CFD flow solvers, and therefore provides more precise drag estimations at the 

expense of being static representations of moving animals. The capabilities of 

modern computers and filming equipment are also crucial for analyzing video 

recordings of captive animals. 
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Figure 2.9 Drag coefficients across species from current and previous studies as a 

function of Reynolds number. Drag coefficients of large whales, including blue, fin, 

right, and sperm whales, are relatively smaller than orcas, false killer whales, 

belugas, bottlenose dolphins, and Pacific white side dolphins that have smaller 

body sizes under similar flow conditions, which are represented by Reynolds 

number. Drag coefficients from the current study of NARWs (solid dots) are 

relatively higher among large whale species. (Refer to Table 2.1 for data sources.) 
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Table 2.1 Drag coefficients across species from current and previous studies. 

Species LoA& (m) Re (× 107) CD (× 10-3) Model Reference 

Eubalaena glacialis 10 1.24-7.96 7.7-5.3 CFD Current study 

Eubalaena glacialis 15 0.771* 12 CFD Nousek-McGregor (2010) 

Eubalaena glacialis 10-13 0.90-1.30* 5.9-3.6 SHM§ Nousek-McGregor (2010) 

Eubalaena glacialis 9.45 0.73-2.81* 3.7-2.9 SHM van der Hoop et al. (2014) 

Balaenoptera musculus 21.95 17-52 2.3-1.9 SHM Lang and Daybell (1963) 

Balaenoptera physalus 14.5 4.28-12.9 2.64-2.26† SHM Bose and Lien (1989) 

Physeter macrocephalus 10.0-13.4 1.92 3.06 SHM Miller et al. (2004) 

Orcinus orca 3.81–5.57 0.909-3.65 15.4-2.6 SHM Fish (1998) 

Pseudorca crassidens 3.55–3.99 0.535-2.71 10.8-4.7 SHM Fish (1998) 

Delphinapterus leucas 3.25–4.12 0.500-1.30 26.5-12.7 SHM Fish (1998) 

Tursiops truncatus 2.51–2.70 0.245-1.48 27-7.7 SHM Fish (1998) 

Lagenorhynchus obliquidens 2.04 0.61-1.83 3.67-3.08‡ SHM Lang and Daybell (1963) 

 
&length of the animal 

§simplified hydrodynamic model 
*Re values were calculated from swimming speed and animal length provided in the article while using kinematic viscosity for seawater = 1× 10-6 m2/s 
†drag on the fluke 
‡drag on the body (appendages were excluded from calculation) 
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2.4.4 Limitations of drag estimation 

It is important to bear in mind the simplified calculations utilized by both 

hydrodynamic and CFD models. For example, in the cases of estimating drag from 

animal-borne tags and video recordings (i.e., in situ measurements), the outcome 

forces comprise not only the small-scale flow circulating on the animal but also 

currents and waves (e.g., wave drag) if the animal is close enough to the surface 

(Vogel 1994). In other words, the hydrodynamic models have taken the 

environmental impacts into account while the CFD models assume that the 

incoming flow is turbulence-free and neither sea surface nor sea floor is included 

in the calculation. However, those physical factors experienced by animals in the 

real world are unlikely identical in any part of the water column, which implies that 

the drag estimations calculated from in situ data are correct under specific 

conditions but not other conditions. On the other hand, even though the discrete 

cells in the three-dimensional animal model and flow simulated in high resolution 

calculations provide more accurate drag estimations, CFD simulations assume the 

animal is a rigid body without flexibility and maneuverability. By doing so, CFD 

models generate a best-estimate of the baseline drag on the animal but overlook 

the impacts of trailing vortices induced by animal locomotion, fluke pitching and 

undulating of the whole body for example, which also known as the induced drag 

(Lighthill 1969, Hall and Hall 1996, Hall and Howle 2005). In addition, differences 

between skin texture or roughness of the three-dimensional model and real tissue 

suggest bias toward calculations of friction force (i.e., the skin is not completely 
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smooth on real animals, particularly the rough callosities on the heads of NARWs). 

Moreover, when calculating drag coefficient, most models simplify the outline of 

an animal by applying the equation derived for a flat plate or body of revolution 

(see above discussions on animal length, surface area, and enclosed volume), 

although the shape of cetaceans is to some extent between a flat plate and a blunt 

body, which is varied among species (Fish 2002). 

2.5 Conclusion 

This is the first comprehensive study of drag and other hydrodynamic 

characteristics of NARWs through a CFD approach. Results presented here show 

that drag on NARWs is higher than previous estimates on this species and 

measurements of other large whales. Since NARWs are frequently observed being 

entangled in fishing gear and consequently some individuals suffer from 

emaciation, investigations on potential increased energetic costs due to imperfect 

body shapes are required for animal health assessments. Given the capability of 

CFD models to provide detailed force distributions on a whale model as shown in 

the present study, it is practicable that this method can be applied to estimating 

hydrodynamic forces on animals with various body shapes. 
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Chapter 3 Computational fluid dynamic analysis of 
gliding North Atlantic right whale models with 
variable body shapes 

3.1 Introduction 

Currently, there are approximately 409 North Atlantic right whales 

(hereafter NARW) living along the east coast of North America (Pettis et al. 2020). 

NARWs were historically considered the “right” whale to hunt by whalers because 

they are slow swimmers, inhabit coastal seas, have thick blubber and large baleen 

plates, and were more likely than other whales to float when killed (Reeves and 

Mitchell 1986a, b). Even though hunting of NARWs was banned in the 1930s, 

anthropogenic activities are still threatening this population today (Knowlton and 

Kraus 2001, Kraus et al. 2016, Corkeron et al. 2018). Entanglement in fishing gear 

is of primary concern in regard to population decline (Knowlton et al. 2012, 

Knowlton et al. 2016, Kraus et al. 2016). Once entangled, these animals may end 

up having impaired physical functions such as inhibited feeding ability (Johnson 

et al. 2005, Cassoff et al. 2011), injuries associated with fishing gear encounter 

(Woodward et al. 2006b, Cassoff et al. 2011, Moore et al. 2013, Daoust et al. 2017), 

stress responses (Rolland et al. 2017), and increased energy demands (van der 

Hoop et al. 2017c). Unlike other Balaenidae species, the NARWs show little sign of 

recovery (Kraus et al. 2016, Corkeron et al. 2018). On top of that, a recent study 

suggested that, compared to Southern right whale populations, the NARWs have 

an overall poorer body condition across reproductive classes except for calves 

(Christiansen et al. 2020). 
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In an aquatic environment, the streamlined body shapes and transformed 

limbs of cetaceans cause delayed flow separation, reduced drag during swim, and 

therefore decreased energetic costs (Fish 1993a, Vogel 1994, Woodward et al. 

2006a). In effect, the more streamlined a NARW is, the more energetically-

efficient the whale can swim. Additionally, observations at sea and locomotive data 

recorded by animal-borne tags indicated that cetaceans may adjust their behaviors 

to lower the energetic cost of swimming (Williams et al. 1992b, Nowacek et al. 

2001, Miller et al. 2004, Goldbogen et al. 2006, Nousek-McGregor et al. 2014, van 

der Hoop et al. 2014a, Williams and Maresh 2015). The total cost of transport 

(COT) is used to estimate the energetic expenditure of aquatic animals, which is 

the sum of the maintenance cost, the rate of oxygen consumed by the animal, and 

the locomotor cost; it is the energetic cost of swimming (Fish 1993a, Williams 1999, 

Williams and Maresh 2015). While direct measurements of the metabolic cost of 

large cetaceans is unlikely (Williams and Maresh 2015), the cost of locomotion 

calculated from drag in large marine mammals can be estimated with field 

observations and computer models (Miller et al. 2004, Goldbogen et al. 2007, 

Williams and Noren 2009, Nousek-McGregor 2010, Goldbogen et al. 2012, van der 

Hoop et al. 2017c, Zhang et al. 2019). However, little is known about how 

important these hydrodynamic properties are at the population level. 

It is known that, for marine mammals, the extent of energy reserves 

associated with critical life history events (e.g., reproduction, migration, foraging, 

etc.) will affect blubber thickness throughout the animal body at various level and 
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between animals in different demographic groups and life stages (Lockyer 1986, 

Reeves and Mitchell 1986b, Koopman 1998, Koopman et al. 2002, Pettis et al. 

2004, Miller et al. 2011, Bradford et al. 2012, Miller et al. 2012, Pettis et al. 2017b, 

Solvang et al. 2017). Additionally, results from chapter 2 indicated that drag on 

NARWs varied with position due to the irregular outline of the animal body. 

Therefore, from a physical standpoint, I believed that estimating drag on NARWs 

with different body shapes is an essential approach to assess how energy demand 

has changed resulting from body deformation, as the hydrodynamic drag is the 

primary source of energy expenditure of animals moving in a fluid without actively 

propelling themselves (Tucker 1975). In this study, body deformation is referred to 

change in the body shape of the animal, primarily due to nutritive condition. 

Some methods that have been used to investigate energetics of NARWs 

include calculating the volume of blubber loss through photogrammetry (van der 

Hoop et al. 2017b), analyzing kinematic data collected with digital tags during 

disentanglement (van der Hoop et al. 2014b, van der Hoop et al. 2017c), and 

estimating hydrodynamic forces with numerical methods (Nousek-McGregor 

2010). After examining methods described in previous studies, I aimed to analyze 

hydrodynamic forces on NARWs with different body fitness by using highly refined 

numerical models and determine whether changes in body shape lead to variations 

in flow properties and hydrodynamic forces. I hypothesized that both emaciated 

and pregnant NARWs will encounter higher drag due to a less streamlined body 
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shape of the emaciated animal and increased surface area of the pregnant 

individual, respectively. 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Three-dimensional NARW models 

A morphologically-accurate three-dimensional NARW model was adopted 

from chapter 2 and used as the normo-nourished model in this study. Emaciated 

and pregnant NARW models were constructed in Blender v2.79 (Blender 

Foundation, 2017) for comparison (Figure 1). In order to create NARW models 

with variable body shapes, I examined NARW images archived in the North 

Atlantic Right Whale Catalog (North Atlantic Right Whale Consortium). I found 

only one individual (EG# 2145) had images taken from different angles with post-

nuchal concavity displayed (Figure 2a and 2b, images were taken on 07 October 

2017 by the New England Aquarium). Those images were imported into Blender 

and set as the background, and the normo-nourished model was sculpted into an 

emaciated model (Figure 2c). Given the limited number of archived images 

demonstrating body shapes of emaciated NARWs, my emaciated NARW model 1) 

was not a replica of any specific animal(s), and 2) only exhibited the post-nuchal 

concavity with additional though lesser circumferential losses of body fat. Exact 

changes in the contour of the ventral side, as well as in mid-body region and 

peduncle of an emaciated NARW were not the focus of this work. The relative body 

width of the emaciated NARW model at its 30-40% LOA is in agreement with 

lactating (hence, thinner) NARWs observed in the wild (Christiansen et al. 2020). 
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Likewise, I built a pregnant NARW model by using a pregnant NARW model 

described in Nousek-McGregor (2010) and then normalizing it to the 10 m length 

I have for the other two.  The NARW model has its maximum body width around 

40% LOA, which is similar to the measurements for pregnant NARWs in Miller et 

al. (2012). Hence, both emaciated and pregnant NARW models were expected to 

provide us an insight into the hydrodynamic forces encountered by the wild 

individuals. 
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Figure 3.1 Lateral view of the North Atlantic right whale models. All models, 

including a normo-nourished NARW, an emaciated NARW, and a pregnant NARW 

(from top to bottom), were built in Blender v2.79. Highlighted in red boxes are the 

concavity of the emaciated NARW and the enlarged abdomen of the pregnant 

NARW. 
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Figure 3.2 Constructing NARW models with different body shapes. Photographs 

of an emaciated NARW (a and b) were imported to Blender v2.79 (c) in order to 

build the NARW model with post-nuchal concavity. Photo courtesy of New 

England Aquarium. 

 

Morphometric parameters of the models 

Morphometric measurements of three models are provided in Table 3.1. 

Among these parameters, overall length of the animal (LOA), surface area, and 
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volume of the NARW models were measured by the SolidWorks Flow Simulation 

2019 software package. Maximum animal girth was manually measured in Blender 

software with the formula for the circumference of an oval applied: 

 𝑔𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2𝜋√
𝑎+𝑏

2
 (3.5) 

In equation 3.1, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are the major and minor axes of the cross-section 

of the animal, respectively. Maximum body diameter of the animal was given by 

 dmax =
girthmax

π
 (3.2) 

Lastly, fineness ratio (FR) of the models were calculated as 

 𝐹𝑅 =
𝐿𝑂𝐴

𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
 (3.3) 

With these measurements, I was able to quantify the body shapes of the 

three NARW models and associate them with the results generated by CFD 

simulations. 

3.2.2 Hydrodynamic parameters 

Far-field flow speed 

Fluid speeds from 0.125 m/s to 8.0 m/s were simulated within the CFD 

study and the NARW model was assumed to remained static (non-articulating). 

The flow speeds used here were inherited from previous work, as they covered 

known NARW speed range (Watkins and Schevill 1976, Mate et al. 1997, 

Woodward et al. 2006a, Nousek-McGregor 2010, Hain et al. 2013). 

Reynolds number 
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To compare hydrodynamic forces between models with different shapes, 

the Reynolds number, 𝑅𝑒, was selected for reporting dimensionless speed, which 

can be calculated as 

 𝑅𝑒 =
𝑈𝐿

𝜈
  (3.4) 

In equation 3.4, 𝑈 , 𝐿 , and ν  are, respectively, far-field flow speed, body 

length, and fluid kinematic viscosity. For the present work, I used the overall 

length of the animal as the length scale in calculating the Reynolds number. 

Drag coefficient 

Likewise, for comparing drag between models, I used the drag coefficient,  

 CD =
D

ρ

2
U2A

 (3.5) 

where 𝐷, ρ , and 𝐴 are the drag force, fluid density, and drag area, respectively. 

For the drag area, the whale’s exterior surface area was used as measured 

by SolidWorks software (Table 3.1). Note that the drag area is different for the three 

models considered in this study. This last point has implications on the 

interpretation of the results I report. For example, it would be possible to have a 

situation where all three models experience the same dimensional drag, yet the 

drag coefficients could differ between the models as a result of the models’ differing 

drag areas. 
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Table 3.1 Morphometric measurements of three NARW models tested. 

Dimension Normal-nourished Emaciated Pregnant 

Body length (m) 9.89 9.98 9.89 

Surface area (m2) 48.42 47.89 51.05 

Volume (m3) 16.84 16.42 18.73 

Number of grid cells 23,188,635 23,228,602 23,006,525 

Girth (m) 7.04 6.84 7.12 

Maximum body diameter (m) 2.24 2.18 2.27 

Measurement site of the 
maximum body diameter (% 
LOA) 

41.8 44.4 45.12 

Fineness ratio, FR 4.41 4.59 4.36 

 

3.2.3 Energetic costs for NARW from hydrodynamic models 

In order to swim at a constant speed, animals must generate enough thrust 

to equal drag for the animal’s movement through the fluid (Vogel 1994). The 

required thrust power of a gliding NARW is given by 

 PT = D × U  (3.6) 

where 𝐷 is hydrodynamic drag and 𝑈 is the swimming speed of the animal. In this 

study, the NARW models remained static in the computational domain so the flow 

speeds were used as the swimming speed in equation 3.6. Total energetic cost of 

locomotion (i.e., the energy output associated with movement) at a given time 

period can be calculated by 

 E = PT × T  (3.7) 
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where 𝑇 is elapsed time. The unit of total energetic cost is joules, which can be 

converted to calories by 

 E(cal) =
E(joule)

4.18
  (3.8) 

3.2.4 Numerical model 

In this study, the SolidWorks Flow Simulation 2019 software package was 

used to perform CFD simulations on 3-D NARW models with different body shapes 

(Dassault Systemes SolidWorks Corporation, Waltham, MA). The simulations 

employed transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent energy 

dissipation rate (k-ε model). However, while I acknowledged the differences 

between the NARW models and aimed to correlate such differences with their 

hydrodynamic performance, all three models have similar body size, length, and 

surface area due to how they were designed (refer to Three-dimensional NARW 

models in Method section and Table 3.1 for morphogeometric measurements). 

Therefore, I decided not to repeat the domain size convergence study but apply the 

dimensions of the computational domain from chapter 2 to the new models. 

Likewise, I specified the mesh geometry of the three NARW models based on a 

careful mesh density convergence study conducted previously, which can be found 

in the supplemental materials of chapter 2 (appendix A). All three computational 

fluid dynamics models consisted of approximately 23 million finite volume cells 

(Table 1). In order to obtain a comprehensive estimation of drag and other 

hydrodynamic forces for each NARW model, 12 flow speeds (0.125-8 m/s) were 

tested separately. In addition, I used a flow speed of 2 m/s for comparative 
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examination of the hydrodynamic properties of the three models. The average 

solution time was approximately 4 h per half-domain and 10 h per full-domain 

simulations on an 80-processor workstation with 256 GB of RAM. 

3.3 Results 

Parallel simulations of 11 flow speeds for each NARW model were 

undertaken in a half domain with a symmetry condition applied at the midplane 

in order to reduce CFD computational expense, whereas an additional simulation 

of a flow velocity at 2 m/s was conducted in full domain with each of the three 

models. The difference in drag estimations between half- and full-domain 

simulations were less than 0.5% for all three models (Table 3.2) as would be 

expected due to lateral symmetry. 

3.3.1 Reynolds number and drag 

The results show that Reynolds number and drag fit to a quadratic 

polynomial model (Figure 3.3a, hollow squares; R2=1) for all three NARW models. 

I found the pregnant NARW model had the largest surface area (51.05 m2) and the 

highest drag under almost all flow speeds (Table 3.1 and Figure 3.3a, blue hollow 

squares), followed by the normo-nourished and the emaciated models (Figure 

3.3a, green and red hollow squares, respectively). Nevertheless, the emaciated 

NARW model encountered the highest dimensionless drag, or drag coefficient, 

across the flow speeds (Figure 3.3a and 3.3b, red hollow circles). This seeming 

disparity in the results may be understood when one realizes the surface area of all 
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three animal models is different and the surface area is used to calculate the 

dimensionless drag coefficient. 

3.3.2 Boundary layer thickness and type 

I found overall a thin boundary layer (< 0.115 m) in regions of increasing 

animal cross-sectional area and thickening boundary layer (> 0.115 m) around its 

peduncle (Figure 3.4, left panel). The thickest boundary layer was found at the side 

of the tail stock for all three models. Both normo-nourished and emaciated NARW 

models had their maximum boundary layer thickness at approximately 23 cm, 

while the pregnant model had its maximum boundary thickness measured at about 

20 cm. Boundary layer close to the tip of rostrum, flippers, and flukes was the 

thinnest. 

As shown in the right panel of Figure 3.4, laminar flow (blue) shifted to fully 

turbulent flow (red) after it passed the maximum body diameter of the animal. 

However, a delayed occurrence of turbulent flow was observed on the pregnant 

NARW model. On the pregnant NARW model, the transitional flow appeared at 

approximately 0.7 LOA and the fully turbulent flow occurred at 0.8 LOA. On the 

other hand, both normo-nourished and emaciated models had their transitional 

and fully turbulent flows developed at 0.6 and 0.7 LOA, respectively. Lastly, I 

found the boundary layer thickness slightly increased within the post-nuchal 

concavity of the emaciated NARW model. However, the flow remained laminar in 

the concavity. 
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It is important to note that both the boundary layer thickness and the 

boundary layer type vary with Reynolds number. The results reported in this 

section are for a far-field flow speed of 2 m/s which corresponds to a Reynolds 

number of 1.97 ×  107. With increasing flow speed, it was expected the region of 

laminar – turbulent boundary layer transition to move forward and a thinning of 

the boundary layer. However, a detailed investigation of these effects was not 

undertaken in this study. 

 

Table 3.2 CFD simulation results in half and full domains. 

 CPU time  Drag‡ (N) 

 
Full 

domain 
Half 

domain 
 

Full 
domain 

Half 
domain 

Difference+ 

Normal-nourished 10:35:06 4:00:47  598.738 598.318 -0.07 % 

Emaciated 10:43:06 4:19:31  599.791 599.352 -0.07 % 

Pregnant 10:08:13 4:17:58  610.381 607.600 -0.46 % 

 
‡simulated at a flow speed of 2 m/s 

+calculated by: (dragFull-dragHalf)/dragFull 
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Figure 3.3 Drag and drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds number. The 

pregnant NARW had the largest surface area and drag but the emaciated NARW 

encountered the highest drag coefficient (a). Drag coefficient was found not 

strongly dependent on Reynolds number (b). 
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Figure 3.4 Boundary layer thickness and type. The thickest boundary layer, in red, 

appeared at the side of the tailstock for all cases. However, fully turbulent flow 

occurred at 0.8-0.9 LOA on the pregnant NARW, while it occurred at 0.7-0.8 LOA 

on the other two models. 
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3.3.3 Shear stress, drag, and total pressure 

Distributions of shear stress, form drag, and total pressure on different body 

shapes are shown in Figure 3.5a, respectively from left to right columns. Note that 

the shading is inverted for form drag because it is in the negative coordinate 

direction of the flow domain. Similar to the results of chapter 2, I found that 1) 

higher shear stress, form drag, and pressure appeared at the head and leading edge 

of appendages, 2) highest pressure occurred at the tip of the rostrum (i.e., the 

stagnation point), and 3) distributions of forces on the head corresponded to the 

irregular head shape of the NARWs. 

Drag distribution of the emaciated NARW model is labelled with a yellow 

star and enlarged in Figure 3.5b. As shown in Figure 3.5b, drag per unit surface 

area within the concavity is approximately 10 Pa higher than the corresponding 

region on the other two NARW models. Namely, the post-nuchal concavity on a 

gliding NARW could have increased form drag by 10 N/m2. 
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Figure 3.5 Shear stress, form drag, and 

total pressure on three models. Higher 

shear stress and form drag appeared at 

regions facing the incoming flow, 

whereas highest total pressure 

occurred at the tip of the rostrum and 

the leading edge of appendages (e.g., 

flippers and fluke). While the 

distribution of shear stress, form drag, 

and the total pressure were similar 

between three models (a), the 

emaciated NARW (labelled with a 

yellow star) had relatively higher form 

drag at its post-nuchal region (circled 

in Figure 3.5b). 
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3.3.4 Locomotor cost of gliding NARWs 

Thrust power and locomotor cost of a gliding NARW can be estimated with 

equation 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. To be consistent with previous studies, the unit 

of locomotor cost estimated by present models was converted from joules to 

calories with equation 3.8. Based on the model, the thrust power required by 

gliding NARWs with various body shapes increased from 8473 ±  109 cal/d to 1.40 

×  109 ±  2.24 ×  106 cal/d across the flow speeds tested (Table 3.3 and Figure 3.6a). 

The association between thrust power requirement and speed is significant for all 

three NARW models (Spearman’s  𝜌 = 1, p-value < 0.01, Table 3.4). By comparing 

the emaciated and the pregnant NARW models with the normo-nourished animal, 

I found that changes in required thrust power ranged from -2.78 % to 0.42 % 

(mean = -0.23 % ±  0.87 % SD; n = 11) for the emaciated NARW model and from -

0.86 % to 2.44 % (mean = 0.87 % ±  1.17 % SD; n = 11) for the pregnant NARW 

model (Figure 3.6b). Additionally, those changes, possibly due to deformed body 

shapes, are larger when the CFD models were simulated at lower flow velocities 

(Figure 3.6b). 
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Table 3.3 Locomotor power requirements of gliding NARWs. 𝑷𝑻
̅̅̅̅  and  

σPT
 are the mean and standard deviation of the power requirement of the three NARW 

models, respectively. 

Speed 
(m/s) 

Power (cal/day) 

Normal-nourished Emaciated Pregnant 𝑃𝑇
̅̅ ̅ 𝜎𝑃𝑇

 

0.125 8.39 ×  103 8.43 ×  103 8.60 ×  103 8.47 ×  103 1.09 ×  102 

0.25 6.03 ×  104 5.87 ×  104 5.98 ×  104 5.96 ×  104 8.59 ×  102 

0.5 4.38 ×  105 4.37 ×  105 4.48 ×  105 4.41 ×  105 5.78 ×  103 

0.75 1.43 ×  106 1.43 ×  106 1.46 ×  106 1.44 ×  106 1.72 ×  104 

1.0 3.31 ×  106 3.30 ×  106 3.35 ×  106 3.32 ×  106 2.47 ×  104 

1.5 1.08 ×  107 1.07 ×  107 1.09 ×  107 1.08 ×  107 9.00 ×  104 

2.0 2.47 ×  107 2.48 ×  107 2.51 ×  107 2.49 ×  107 2.10 ×  105 

3.0 8.01 ×  107 8.04 ×  107 8.00 ×  107 8.01 ×  107 2.00 ×  105 

4.0 1.86 ×  108 1.86 ×  108 1.85 ×  108 1.86 ×  108 1.12 ×  105 

6.0 6.06 ×  108 6.05 ×  108 6.04 ×  108 6.05 ×  108 7.82 ×  105 

8.0 1.40 ×  109 1.39 ×  109 1.40 ×  109 1.40 ×  109 2.24 ×  106 

 

 

Table 3.4 Results of Spearman correlation test. The monotonic relationship between flow 

velocity and locomotor power requirement was tested in R. 

 Normal-nourished Emaciated Pregnant 

Spearman’s 𝜌 1 1 1 

p-value < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 
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Figure 3.6 Thrust power requirement of NARWs with different body shapes. The 

thrust power required by three NARW models have similar trends (a). However, 

the power requirement is more divergent at flow speeds < 4 m/s (b). 
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Hydrodynamic performance of the three NARW 

models 

The three-dimensional NARW models included detailed outlines of a 

NARW’s head (e.g., callosities and jaw lines) with a closed mouth. Through CFD 

simulations I found that those features affected not only the boundary layer 

thickness but also hydrodynamic forces on the animal models. The boundary layer 

thickness increased along the surface of callosities and blow holes, then decreased 

to the initial thickness after passing those elevated features. Despite having an 

irregular head shape, CFD results suggest that flow became laminar again along 

the body after being disturbed by the outlines of NARW’s head. 

In laminar flow, fluid elements move along smooth streamlines. Whereas in 

turbulent flow, fluid elements are circulating in chaotic directions and therefore 

create higher drag (Anderson 2010).  The pregnant NARW model has its maximum 

body diameter measured farthest from the snout among all three models. In 

addition, the overall larger body width of the pregnant NARW model, especially its 

diminishing body part (40-80% LOA), suggests that it can maintain a favorable 

pressure gradient. In other words, the occurrence of the adverse pressure gradient 

that trips flow separation on the surface was delayed (Anderson 2010). On the 

other hand, with a mode slender body shape at 40-80% LOA, both normo-

nourished and emaciated NARW models create unfavorable pressure gradient and 

thus the boundary layer is relatively unstable. Therefore, turbulent flow on the 
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pregnant animal requires longer time to develop owing to its enlarged girth of the 

abdomen when in comparison to the other two body shapes.This phenomenon may 

explain why the pregnant NARW encountered lowest drag coefficient. Besides, the 

post-nuchal concavity on the emaciated NARW model made it less streamlined 

and suffered additional drag. Our findings indicate that drag on NARWs does vary 

with body shapes. However, the differences between the three NARW models 

tested were small, which may be because they all have similar fineness ratio. All of 

the fineness ratios are close to the optimum of 4.5 for providing minimal drag while 

moving in fluid (Webb 1975). 

The dimensional drag of the pregnant NARW model calculated by the CFD 

simulations suggests that additional drag related to pregnancy could be as high as 

2.44 % in comparison to the normo-nourished model. This value is in agreement 

with increased hydrodynamic drag of pregnant NARW estimated by Nousek-

McGregor (3-4 %; Nousek-McGregor 2010). Inconsistency between previous and 

current studies may come from 1) differences in LOA and grid size of the NARW 

models tested or 2) different regime (e.g., turbulent or non-turbulent model) used 

by CFD solutions, or both. 

3.4.2 Cost of locomotion of gliding NARWs 

Even though it is nearly impossible to measure the basal metabolic rate of 

the NARWs in situ, Nousek-McGregor (2010) calculated the overall energy 

expenditure of a NARW during a 4-month foraging season is approximately 6.98 

×  107 cal/d) with kinematic data recorded by animal-borne tags. Results from van 
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der Hoop et al. (2014) indicate that the total power requirements of a 

nonentangled NARW can vary from 5.76 ×  107 to 1.20 ×  108 cal/d as the swimming 

speed increased from 0.75-2.9 m/s. In addition, van der Hoop et al. estimated that 

a NARW may expend 7.89 ×  107 cal/d) of energy during a 22-day, one-way 

migration with an average speed of 1.5 m/s (van der Hoop et al. 2014b). Assuming 

a NARW swims at 1 m/s during foraging dives (Baumgartner and Mate 2003), the 

CFD simulations suggest that this animal has to increase the thrust power from 

approximately 3.30 ×  106 cal/d (normo-nourished and emaciated animals) to 3.35 

×  106 cal/d (pregnant animal) to overcome drag and keep itself at a steady speed. 

This implies that the inflated abdomen of a pregnant NARW may lead to a 1.21 % 

increase in its thrust power requirement, which equals 0.068 % daily energy 

budget as estimated by Nousek-McGregor (2010). However, given the lengthy 

gestation period and the timeframe of calving season of NARWs (Lockyer 1984, 

Kraus et al. 1986), it is unlikely that pregnant NARWs will be bearing a fully 

inflated abdomen during the summer foraging season. Accordingly, the effects of 

decreased body fitness on the hydrodynamic performance of NARWs may not be 

as high as estimations presented here. Similarly, for a female NARW swimming at 

1.5 m/s during migration, the models reveal that there could be a 1.33% increase 

in required thrust power, which is equivalent to 0.18 % increase in total energy 

output estimated by van der Hoop et al. (2014b). Given that the estimated energy 

consumption rates of NARWs are 1.74-3.13 ×  108 cal/d in Cape Cod Bay and 3.42-

6.12 ×  108 cal/d in Bay of Fundy (Fortune et al. 2013), the present model estimated 
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that thrust power variations due to altered body shapes prompt little difference in 

required foraging time (mean = -0.09 % ±  0.32 % SD; n = 44). Nonetheless, despite 

only minor increases in total energetic cost and required foraging time were 

predicted by CFD simulations, I would like to bring up that swimming kinematics 

are much more complicated in real situations (Lighthill 1969, Webb 1975, Fish 

1993a, b, Drucker and Lauder 2002, Goldbogen et al. 2006, Liao 2007, Vogel 

2008). For example, except for gliding, animals will also propel themselves by 

undulating and fluking, or adjust their appendages for maneuvering, etc. 

Accordingly, drag estimations for a gliding three-dimensional NARW model 

presented in this work should serve as a lower bound of increased drag when 

including body deformation. 

3.4.3 Physiological recover of NARWs 

It is well documented that migratory large whale species show variations in 

body shape due to concurring foraging and fasting periods, reproductive status, 

and food abundance, etc. (Lockyer 1986, Reeves and Mitchell 1986b, Pettis et al. 

2004, Bradford et al. 2012, Miller et al. 2012, Pettis et al. 2017b, Solvang et al. 

2017). Pettis et al. (2004) used the relative amount of subcutaneous fat in the post-

nuchal region of a NARW as an indicator for evaluating body condition of the 

NARWs. In a follow-up study, Pettis et al. (2017) evaluated changes in body 

condition of NARWs and found that the amount of time required by resting 

females and severely entangled individuals to recover from “fair” to “good” body 

conditions is comparable. Despite the fact that changes in body condition were 
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examined manually, which may incur bias when carrying out the task, their 

findings suggest that previously entangled NARWs might be able to naturally 

recover from non-desirable body fitness. However, variable body shapes of 

NARWs may not appear alone: effects of body deformation are possibly coupled 

with other factors such as health condition of the animal, injuries, and carrying 

fishing gear (Cassoff et al. 2011, Knowlton et al. 2012, Robbins et al. 2015). All of 

which may lead to decreased energy intake (e.g., inhibited foraging attempts, 

Cassoff et al. 2011) and lower its hydrodynamic performance (e.g., altered 

swimming behavior or increased drag, van der Hoop et al. (2017a, 2017b). 

3.5 Conclusion 

This is the first study to provide insight in the effects of variable body shapes 

on hydrodynamic properties of the NARWs. My findings reveal that drag generated 

by a gliding NARW is influenced by its body shape, but the changes are minor. The 

emaciated NARW model encountered the highest drag coefficient, possibly due to 

the concavity at its post-nuchal region, whereas the pregnant NARW model 

experienced the lowest drag coefficient, possibly due to the delayed onset of 

turbulent flow. Furthermore, locomotor power estimated for the three NARW 

models show little variations, especially in comparison to the total energetic 

expenditure calculated for foraging and migrating NARWs by previous studies. 

Therefore, combining these results with findings from Pettis et al. (2017), 

deformed body shape may not serve as a major or single concern when one wants 

to investigate the energy budget of cetaceans. In other words, solely losing a 
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portion of subcutaneous fat or becoming pregnant, in which both lead to a 

modified body shape, will not substantially increase locomotor costs for NARWs. 

Other incidents which jeopardize the energy budget of NARWs, such as becoming 

entangled in fishing gear, should be considered while evaluating NARW 

population health. 
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Chapter 4 Minimal drag on a three-dimensional 
North Atlantic right whale model via neutral trim 
pose 

4.1 Introduction 

Animals encounter hydrodynamic forces (lift, drag, side) and moments 

(pitching, yawing, rolling) while they move underwater (Webb 1975, 1988, Vogel 

1994). In order to live in an aqueous medium with high density and viscosity, 

streamlining is a key advantage that helps aquatic animals to minimize energy 

expenditure through reducing drag, delaying flow separation, and minimizing 

excess fluid momentum from parasitic loads (Lighthill 1969, Webb 1984, Fish and 

Hui 1991, Fish 1993a, Vogel 1994). Aside from morphological evolution, it has been 

well-documented that animals develop a variety of strategies to reduce energy 

expenditure, in both terrestrial and aquatic environments. Some behaviors to 

minimize drag include formation flight in some bird species (Lissaman and 

Shollenberger 1970, Cutts and Speakman 1994, Weimerskirch et al. 2001), echelon 

formation associated with foraging in large whales (Fish et al. 2012), fish schooling 

(Liao 2007, Weihs and Farhi 2017), drafting, porpoising, and bow-riding of 

dolphins (Williams et al. 1992a, Weihs 2004, Weihs and Farhi 2017), stroke-and-

glide swimming gait observed in marine mammals (Williams et al. 2000, Nousek-

McGregor et al. 2014), and keeping a relatively stable Strouhal number while 

cruising (Taylor et al. 2003, Rohr and Fish 2004, Gazzola et al. 2014, Floryana et 

al. 2018). These behavioral adaptations have been linked with stability and energy 

expenditure minimization during flight or swimming. 
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Drag on the animal, which is a key variable when calculating cost of 

transport (COT), has various forms. In addition to pressure and viscous drag that 

are associated with the shape and surface area of the animal and fluid properties, 

extra momentum imparted into the fluid from lift and side forces as well as 

pitching, yawing, and rolling moments (here, the parasitic loads) results in extra 

drag on the animal (Webb 1988). Aquatic animals utilize their control surfaces 

such as fins, flippers, and flukes to generate lift as well as propel, glide, and 

maneuver in the surrounding fluids (Webb 1984, Triantafyllou et al. 2000, Webb 

and Weihs 2015, Payne et al. 2016, Fish and Lauder 2017), which also promote 

stabilization and maneuverability as necessary (Fish 2002, Webb 2004, Fish and 

Lauder 2006, Fish et al. 2008, Triantafyllou 2017). Although control surfaces of 

the animals enhance their swimming performance, such platforms also create 

additional fluid momentum imparted to the wake and thereby increase COT if 

animals are not in their neutral trim pose (Webb 1988, 2002). 

To explore the increased energetic costs associated with moving through 

water, various studies have assessed the energetics (e.g., metabolic cost, COT, body 

condition, etc.) and swimming performance of aquatic animals through different 

approaches, including analyzing video footage of trained animals (Lang and 

Daybell 1963, Lang and Pryor 1966, Feldkamp 1987, Fish 1993b, 1998, van der 

Hoop et al. 2018, Zhang et al. 2019) or animals that were retained in a flow tank 

(Lauder and Drucker 2002), recording the kinematics of marine mammals 

through digital tags (Miller et al. 2004, Goldbogen et al. 2006, Goldbogen et al. 
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2007, van der Hoop et al. 2014a, van der Hoop et al. 2014b, van der Hoop et al. 

2018) or animal-borne cameras (Williams et al. 2000), estimating the locomotor 

cost via visual observation (Sumich 1983, Williams and Noren 2009), and 

measuring the oxygen consumption rate of studied animals with 

pneumotachometer or respirometry (Williams et al. 2004, van der Hoop et al. 

2018). Together these studies highlighted a broad interest in understanding the 

hydrodynamics of underwater movement. However, unlike fish, pinnipeds, and 

small cetaceans that can be measured in laboratories or captive environments for 

more accurate energetic costs (Lang and Pryor 1966, Feldkamp 1987, Fish et al. 

1988, Fish 1993b, 1998, Drucker and Lauder 2000, Fish et al. 2014, van der Hoop 

et al. 2014a), it is exceptionally difficult to access large whales due to their body 

size and remote habitats. Therefore, what is known about the metabolic and 

locomotor costs of large whales are mostly estimates from values established for 

smaller marine mammal species. Therefore, I chose a computational fluid dynamic 

(CFD) approach for investigating the hydrodynamic properties of one large whale 

species. One advantage of using numerical method is that the morphometric 

parameters of the three-dimensional animal model can be precisely measured, 

those measurements are essential while calculating hydrodynamic forces on the 

animal (Lauder 2011). Another advantage of using computer solutions for 

hydrodynamic analysis is that it allows us to run parallel simulations under a 

controlled circumstance such as modifying one variable at a time (Shorter et al. 
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2014). By doing so, I was able to focus on the outcomes influenced by each 

parameter.  

Analyzing hydrodynamic properties of the North Atlantic right whale 

(NARW) is of interest because there is an urgent need to protect this species. The 

abundance and health of the NARW is declining and this population could become 

functionally extinct in decades if they continued to be unintentionally injured 

and/or killed by anthropogenic activities such as vessel collision and fishing gear 

entanglement (Caswell et al. 1999, Knowlton and Kraus 2001, Knowlton et al. 

2012, Knowlton et al. 2016, Kraus et al. 2016, Daoust et al. 2017, Pace et al. 2017, 

Corkeron et al. 2018, Christiansen et al. 2020). Research has also shown that the 

NARW are switching their habitats in order to adapt to the changing ocean 

environment (Davis et al. 2017, Davies et al. 2019, Record et al. 2019), and these 

movements can make them more vulnerable as they move to areas that do not carry 

protections for them. 

In chapter 2 and 3, I found that drag on NARWs is higher than any other 

measured large whale species. Although one needs to be cautious when comparing 

hydrodynamic forces measured with different approaches, this finding drove me 

to contemplate how I could increase the accuracy of drag estimations while using 

numerical solutions. Here, I considered drag to be not only a function of body 

shape and flow regime but also a function of parasitic loads. Therefore, the goal of 

the present study was to find the neutral trim pose of the NARW model by 

eliminating parasitic loads. 
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4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Three-dimensional NARW model 

A three-dimensional NARW model was adapted from chapter 2, though for 

those studies it was positioned at its presumed gliding/resting pose. However, the 

prescribed body position may not necessarily provide the minimal drag on the 

animal model. For example, in chapter 2 and 3 the flipper was aligned parallel with 

the far field flow vector. It seems a reasonable assumption that this orientation 

would minimize the drag of this appendage and thus contribute to minimization of 

the drag on the animal as a whole. However, the modification of the local fluid 

velocity vector (both flow speed and direction) caused the distortion of streamlines 

as a result of flow around the body modifies the local flow conditions experienced 

by the flipper. So, the minimum drag orientation might not necessarily correspond 

to alignment with the far field flow vector but instead correspond with alignment 

with the local flow vector. Therefore, it is important to identify the optimum body 

pose that creates minimal drag and moments. In order to execute different body 

poses, the mesh model was embedded with multiple bone segments that allow us 

to rotate its joints in certain dimensions. A detailed description on how the whale 

geometry was manipulated can be found in Howle et al. (2018) 

4.2.2 Hydrodynamic properties 

For reporting dimensionless lift and drag, I used lift coefficient (CL) and 

drag coefficient (CD), which can be calculated by 
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 𝐶𝐿 =
𝐿

𝑞𝑆
 (4.13) 

 𝐶𝐷 =
𝐷

𝑞𝐴
 (4.2) 

where 𝐿 is lift, 𝐷 is drag, 𝑞 is the dynamic pressure, 𝑆 and 𝐴 are the surface area 

and surface area of the NARW model, respectively. The dynamic pressure is given 

by 

 𝑞 =
𝜌𝑈2

2
 (4.3) 

where 𝜌 is the fluid density and 𝑈 is the flow speed. Additionally, the lift-to-drag 

ratio (CL/ CD) was used to report hydrodynamic efficiency of the animal model 

(Anderson 2010). 

Figure 4.1 shows the NARW model positioned at the initial body pose with 

circular arrows indicating the direction of pitching, rolling, and yawing moments. 

The model will be forced to rotate about three axes if at least one of the moments 

is non-zero. The pitching moment coefficient (CM) was used to estimate pitching 

moment provided by the NARW model, which can be calculated by 

 𝐶𝑀 =
𝑀

𝑞𝑆𝑐
 (4.4) 

where 𝑀 is the pitching moment, 𝑞 is the dynamic pressure, 𝑆 is the projected area 

(body shape projected onto the horizontal plane) of the NARW model, and 𝑐 is the 

length of the animal. 

In this work, the fluid density is 997 kg/m3, the projected area of the animal 

model is 16.88 m2, the surface area of the animal model is 48.42 m2, and the length 

of the animal is 9.89 m. The projected area, surface area, and the length of the 
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animal were measured by the SolidWorks package. Calculating those 

dimensionless parameters allowed me to compare between each simulation and 

also allowed for easy conversion between fluid properties for freshwater (used for 

convenience in this calculation) and seawater. 

In these studies, all moments were calculated about the center of gravity of 

the animal which was placed at the origin of the computational domain. Slight 

changes in the location of the center of gravity for the small changes in pose 

considered in this study result from changes in the whale’s pose. For each 

simulation, the center of gravity was moved to the global origin of the 

computational domain and moments were calculated from the global coordinate 

system. 
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Figure 4.1 Three-dimensional NARW model.The pitching, rolling, and yawing 

directions about the three axes were labelled on the model. 
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Table 4.1 NARW model position setup. A list of adjusted parameters for CFD simulations on different animal body poses. 

Scenario 
Angle adjustment Total # of 

simulation Flipper pitch angle* Flipper dihedral angle‡ Spine position+ 

Flipper pitch 
-10° to 10° at every 
2-degree interval 

0° 0° 11 

Total spine pitch 
Result from flipper 
pitch scenario 

0° 
0° to 10° at every 
1-degree interval 

11 

Flipper dihedral and pitch 
-12° to 24° at every 
4-degree interval 

20° 
Result from total 
spine pitch scenario 

10 

     

*the angle of attack facing incoming flow 
‡adjusted from the resting position (45°) 
+adjusted from the resting position (0° = horizontal tailstock) 
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4.2.3 Animal model adjustments 

Three scenarios, including 1) adjusted flipper pitch angle, 2) adjusted total 

spine pitch angle, and 3) adjusted flipper dihedral and pitch angles were tested 

(Table 4.1). At the end of each scenario, I analyzed the results and applied the 

optimum position of the body part(s) to the subsequent simulations. By doing so, 

I aimed to diminish the effect of each variables and obtain the minimal drag and 

pitching moment estimations. However, due to the computational complexity and 

expense of each simulation, only one variable was adjusted at a time and it was 

assumed that changes in one of these scenarios did not affect the other. In other 

words, after optimizing one of the scenarios (scenario 1, flipper pitch angle, for 

example), and then using that input to optimize the next scenario (scenario 2, total 

spine pitch angle in this example), I did not go back and then reoptimize the first 

scenario. This is equivalent to making the assumption that the Hessian matrix of 

the optimization hyper surface has orthogonal or nearly orthogonal eigenvectors. 

This assumption is only approximately appropriate in this case.  As shown below, 

by changing the pitch angle of the flippers in order to eliminate lift, the pitching 

moment of the whale is affected due to the flipper’s location forward of the center 

of mass. Conversely, changing the total angle has only a weak influence on the lift. 
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Figure 4.2 Animal pose adjustments. Flipper pitch angle (a), total spine pitch angle 

(b), and flipper dihedral and pitch angles (c) were adjusted accrodingly to identify 

the minimal drag pose of the 3-D NARW model. 

 

Scenario 1: Flipper pitch study 

The flipper pitch angle of the NARW model, or the angle of attack of the 

whale flippers ( ), was modified from -10° to 10° at every 2-degree interval (Figure 

4.2a). The initial flipper pitch angle was 0°. By increasing the flipper pitch angle, 

the left and the right flippers rotated simultaneously and were symmetrical about 

the animal’s midline. 

Scenario 2: Total spine pitch study 

Prior to performing CFD simulations on the NARW model with variable 

spine pitch angles, its flipper pitch angle was adjusted accordingly based on the 

results from scenario 1. The total spine pitch angle, which stands for the sum of the 
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pitch angle of four spine segments, was modified from 0° to 10° at every 1-degree 

inteval (Figure 4.2b). In my initial model setup, both the tailstock and the fluke 

platform of the NARW model were oriented parallel to the far field flow vector (i.e., 

the total spine pitch angle was 0°). Increasing total spine pitch created a bending 

tailstock while the fluke platform remained unchanged. That is, with a total spine 

pitch angle changed by X degrees, the peduncle pitch (i.e., the fluke platform) was 

changed by -X degrees assuring the angle between the plane of the flukes and the 

far-field flow vector remained constant. 

Scenario 3: Flipper dihedral and pitch study 

In order to evaluate the effect of different flipper positions on drag, the 

flipper dihedral angle of the NARW model was decreased by 20° (i.e., the flippers 

became more horizontal; Figure 4.2c). In addition, I included the best estimate 

of the total spine pitch angle from scenario 2 to deminish pitching moment that 

may trigger drag panelty on the animal model. Similar to scenario 1, CFD 

simulations were conducted with the flipper pitch angle of the NARW model 

modified from -12° to 24° at every 4-degree interval. 

Scenario 4: Minimal drag pose speed sweep simulation 

After CFD simulations on the NARW model with adjusted body positions 

(i.e., scenario 1-3) were completed, the optimum body pose that theoretically 

creates lowest drag and pitching moment was known. Per the test results, the 

flipper pitch angle, flipper dihedral angle, and total spine pitch angle of the NARW 
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model were manipulated correspondingly and a detailed CFD study was 

undertaken with the amended NARW model at 11 flow speeds. 

4.2.4 Numerical model 

The CFD simulations were performed with the SolidWorks Flow 

Simulation software package (Dassault Systemes SolidWorks Corporation, 

Waltham, MA) on an 80-processor workstation with 256 GB of RAM. The grid 

size of the NARW model and flow domain were determined after conducting a 

grid convergence study (refer to chapter 3 for the details.) Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 

were simulated at a flow speed of 2 m/s, whereas the comprehensive minimal 

drag pose simulation was conducted at velocities covering known NARW 

swimming speeds from 0.125-8.0 m/s; consistent with my previous study. By 

using a consistent method, I was able to compare results between chapter 2 and 

current work. The flow speed of 2 m/s was selected as the speed was employed in 

tank experiment results in Weber et al. (2014) on forces created by varying pitch 

angle across a number of species and was also used in chapter 3 of this 

dissertation when comparing hydrodynamic forces experienced by NARWs with 

different body conditions (normo-nourished, emaciated, and pregnant). 

4.3 Results 

Lift as well as five parasitic loads, including side force, drag, pitching 

moment, rolling moment, and yawing moment, were measured by the Solidworks 

software package for each scenario. Although the goal of this work is to eliminate 

the parasitic loads in order to find the neutral trim pose of the NARW model, side 
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force, rolling moment, and yawing moment remained zero due to symmetry in the 

animal model. Therefore, only the CFD results of lift, drag, and pitching moment 

are shown here. 

4.3.1 Adaptive animal body pose adjustments 

I found that decreasing the flipper pitch angle of the NARW model by 4.03° 

creates the minimal drag on the animal and that increasing the spine pitch angle 

by 5° (i.e., making the spine slightly downswept thereby lowering the fluke) 

produced the minimal pitching moment on the animal. Therefore, in order to avoid 

overestimating hydrodynamic forces and moments, I used an updated flipper pitch 

angle of -4.03° and an updated spine pitch angle of 5° for subsequent scenarios 

whenever applicable. Meanwhile, CFD simulations revealed that decreasing the 

flipper dihedral angle of the NARW model fails to lower drag on the animal. 

Therefore, the initial flipper dihedral angle was used for simulating hydrodynamic 

properties on the NARW model with the minimal drag pose (see descriptions 

below). 

4.3.2 Lift provided by the NARW model 

The NARW model generated lift from -249.74 N to 1165.69 N as flipper pitch 

angle increased from -10° to 10°. I found that lift the coefficient is dependent on 

flipper pitch angle and their relationship is linear (R2 = 0.97; Figure 4.3a). While 

the NARW model generated lift from 14.94 N to 107.55 N (mean = 139.93 ±  54.66 

N, n = 11) as total spine pitch increased from 0° to 10°, the lift coefficient is not 

dependent to total spine pitch angle (R2 = 0.025; Figure 4.3b). This finding implied 
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that fluking (i.e., actively swimming) is unlikely to alter the overall lift produced by 

the animal. Meanwhile, lift generated by the NARW model with decreased flipper 

dihedral angle ranged between ±  1500.0 N and it appears to have a slope similar 

to lift generated by animal without flipper dihedral angle adjustment (R2 = 0.97; 

Figure 4.3a), suggesting that the influence of reduced flipper dihedral angle on the 

lift production was minor. Within the range of pitch angles tested, no stall was 

observed. 

4.3.3 Hydrodynamic drag on the NARW model 

As flipper pitch angle increased from -10° to 10°, the NARW model created 

drag from 527.48 N to 1031.34 N. I found that drag coefficient on the NARW model 

and its flipper pitch angle fit to a quadratic equation (R2 = 1; Figure 4.4a) and the 

minimal drag appeared at a flipper pitch angle of -4.03°. Similar to lift generated 

by the NARW model with a downswept tailstock, drag on such body pose remained 

relatively the same (mean = 527.44 ±  3.71 N; n = 11) and I found that drag 

coefficient is weakly dependent to spine pitch angle (R2 = 0.63; Figure 4.4b). For 

the NARW model with decreased flipper dihedral angle, drag provided by the 

model ranged from 548.37 N to 1058.38 N. The simulation results revealed that 

drag coefficient on the animal is dependent on its flipper pitch angle and the two 

variables fit to a quadradic equation (R2 = 0.99; Figure 4.4a). Within the range of 

flipper pitch angle tested, the NARW model with a decreased flipper dihedral angle 

generated the minimal drag at a flipper pitch angle of 7.07° in negative direction. 

However, because the minimal drag provided by the model with adjusted flipper 
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dihedral angle (scenario 3) was higher than the model without such adjustments 

(scenario 1), the latter body pose was considered in the neutral trim pose study 

(scenario 4). 

4.3.4 Pitching moment of the animal 

Because pitching moment induces the object to rotate clockwise or 

counterclockwise about the x-axis, the magnitude of pitching moment (i.e., its 

absolute value) was used for comparing pitching moment in either direction. For 

the NARW model with flipper pitch angle adjustment only, I found that pitching 

moment of the model is dependent on its flipper pitch angle in both directions (R2 

= 0.98; Figure 4.5a) and the minimal pitching moment (65.25 Nm) appeared when 

the flipper pitch angle was increased by 2°. Therefore, as the flipper pitch angle 

increased from 0° to either direction (relative to free stream), the NARW model 

generated more pitching moment and tended to pitch up or down about its central 

of gravity. With a fixed flipper pitch angle, pitching moment generated by the 

animal in either direction is dependent to its total spine pitch angle (R2 = 0.85; 

Figure 4.5b) and the minimal pitching moment (25.33 Nm) appeared while the 

total spine pitch angle was increased by 5°. Likewise, pitching moment created by 

the NARW model with a decreased flipper dihedral angle is dependent to the 

flipper pitch angle (R2 = 0.98; Figure 4.5a). In this case, the minimal pitching 

moment (119.08 Nm) appeared at a flipper pitch angle of 4° in negative direction. 
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Figure 4.3 Lift coefficient associated with modified animal body pose. I found that 

CL is correlated to the adjusted flipper pitch angle (a) but not spine pitch angle (b), 

and that lift produced by the NARW model was merely affected by the flipper 

dihedral angle (scenario 3). 
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Figure 4.4 Drag coefficient associated with modified animal body pose. Minimal 

drag appeared when the flipper pitch angle was decreased by 4.0315° and the 

flipper dihedral angle remained 45° (a). I found that drag is not dependent to the 

total spine pitch angle (b). 
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Figure 4.5 Pitching moment coefficient associated with modified animal body 

pose. Pitching moment of the model is dependent to its flipper pitch angle in either 

directions regardless the dihedral angle of the flippers (a) as well as the total spine 

pitch angle of the animal (b). 
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Figure 4.6 Hydrodynamic efficiency of the model associated with modified animal 

body pose. Hydrodynamic efficiency of the NARW model is dependent to its flipper 

pitch angle (a) but not the total spine pitch angle (b). 
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4.3.5 Hydrodynamic efficiency of the NARW model 

The hydrodynamic efficiency (CL/CD) of the NARW model ranged from -

4.60 to 3.94 under various body pose adjustments (Figure 4.6). I found that CL/CD 

is dependent to flipper pitch angle (Figure 4.6a) but not total spine pitch (Figure 

4.6b). The NARW model with decreased flipper dihedral angle had an overall lower 

CL/CD from a flipper pitch angles of -4° to 8° due to higher drag it produced in this 

angle range (Figure 4.4a). 

4.3.6 Neutral trim pose of the NARW model 

Based on the best estimations, I adjusted the flipper pitch and total spine 

pitch angles that provide minimal drag and pitching moment on the NARW model 

(Table 4.2). Results from scenario 3: flipper dihedral and pitch study showed that 

drag was higher if the dihedral angle was decreased to 20° (relative to the 

horizontal plane). Hence, the initial flipper dihedral angle (45°) was used. In order 

to compare drag on NARW models with different body poses, I undertook CFD 

simulations at the same flow velocities as in chapter 2 (0.125-8.0 m/s). I found that 

lift generated by the NARW model with body pose adjustments is lower than the 

initial lift estimations across speeds tested (Figure 4.7a and Table 4.3). Differences 

in decreased lift production ranged from 50.66-86.89% at flow velocities ≥ 1.5 m/s. 

Whereas at flow velocities ≤ 1 m/s, the animal model was generating a small 

amount of negative lift ranged from 0.09 to 5.83   N. The dimensionless lift 

coefficient of different body poses as a function of flow speed is shown in Figure 

4.7b. Hydrodynamic drag encountered by the animal with adjusted body pose is 
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9.95-12.34% lower than the original drag estimated in chapter 2 (Figure 4.8a and 

Table 3). Drag coefficient of different body poses as a function of flow speed is 

shown in Figure 4.8b. For the magnitude of pitching moment of the NARW model, 

adjusted body pose created 61.65-89.65% lower pitching moment on the animal 

across speeds tested (Figure 4.9a and Table 4.3). Here I considered the tendency 

of pitching so the direction of pitching moment was not included in the discussion. 

Pitching moment coefficient of different body poses as a function of flow speed was 

shown in Figure 9b. Differences of produced pitching moment between original 

and adjusted animal poses were found larger at lower flow speeds. Lastly, the 

hydrodynamic efficiency of original and adjusted body poses is shown in Figure 

4.10. CFD results revealed that after the body pose adjustments, the NARW model 

was less hydrodynamically efficient due to reduced lift production, suggesting that 

there are tradeoffs between eliminating parasitic loads and keeping a body pose 

that provide higher hydrodynamic efficiency. 

 

Table 4.2 NARW model position setup for Scenario 4: minimal drag pose simulations. A 

list of adjusted parameters for simulating the best estimation of animal body pose that 

creates minimal drag. 

Flipper pitch angle* Flipper dihedral angle‡ Spine pitch angle+ 
Total # of 

speed tested 

-4.03° 0° 5° 11 

    

*the angle of attack facing incoming flow 
‡adjusted from the resting position (45°) 
+adjusted from the resting position (0° = horizontal tailstock) 
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Table 4.3 Changes of hydrodynamic forces and moment across speeds. Differences in lift, 

drag, and pitching moment generated by original and adjusted body poses are shown in 

percentage. 

 Percentage changed (%) 

Speed (m/s) Lift Drag Pitching moment* 

0.125 -160.57 -9.95 -71.40 

0.25 -151.07 -11.50 -80.68 

0.5 -120.89 -10.08 -87.91 

0.75 -111.38 -10.75 -82.75 

1.0 -102.52 -11.34 -83.07 

1.5 -86.89 -11.84 -89.65 

2.0 -89.33 -11.95 -88.64 

3.0 -69.70 -12.07 -80.22 

4.0 -62.20 -12.34 -61.15 

6.0 -51.39 -11.68 -77.73 

8.0 -50.66 -11.50 -23.64 

    

*since pitching moment drives the model to rotate about the x-axis in either directions, only the magnitude 
(i.e., absolute values) of pitching moment was considered 
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Figure 4.7 Comparison between lift from previous work and current study. Initial 

lift estimations were higher than lift measured with animal pose adjustments (a). 

At flow speeds ≥ 1.5 m/s, the amount of decreased lift ranged from 50.66-89.33%. 

Whereas at flow speeds ≤ 1 m/s, the model was creating negative lift. Lift 

differences across speeds tested are shown in Table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison between drag from previous work and current study. Initial 

drag estimations were 9.95-12.34 % higher than drag measured with animal pose 

adjustments (a). Drag differences across speeds tested are shown in Table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison between pitching moment from previous work and current 

study. The magnitude of pitching moment (i.e., the absolute values of pitching 

moment were used here) created by adjusted animal pose ranged from 61.15-

89.65% in either direction (a). Differences in pitching moment across speeds 

tested are shown in Table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.10 Differences in hydrodynamic efficiency between pre- and post-

adjusted animal body position. Hydrodynamic efficiency of the NARW models 

decreased when simulated in its trim pose, which primary due to reduced lift 

production associated with the flipper pitch angle of the model (Figure 4.7). 

 

4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Lift, drag and pitching moment on the NARW model 

As the angle of attack of both flippers was increased or decreased from 0°, 

the projected area of the flippers, which is perpendicular to the direction of 

incoming flow, also changed. In addition, altering the angle of attack of the 

appendages suggests that flow may be disturbed and result in variation in 

hydrodynamic forces. Therefore, drag on the NARW model was expected to 

increase as the flipper pitch angle was modified in either direction. However, I 
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found that drag increases while flipper pitch angles increased from 0° (i.e., the 

leading edge of both flippers was adjusted upward) and decreases as flipper pitch 

angles gained in negative direction, from 0° to -4.03°. At a flipper pitch angle of -

4.03°, drag was minimal. At angles smaller than -4.03°, drag increased as flipper 

pitch angle increased in negative direction. Although this value agrees with results 

from a previous study that flippers of cetaceans create minimum drag at an angle 

of attack between -4° and 2° while tested at a flow speed of 2 m/s (Weber et al. 

2009, Weber et al. 2014), differences between this study and the present one 

should be highlighted: I utilized numerical method to measure hydrodynamic 

properties of  the entire animal, whereas Weber et al. (2009, 2014) conducted flow 

tank experiments on downscaled whale flipper physical models. Accordingly, while 

it sounds reasonable that no stall occurred within the range of angle of attack tested 

for all scenarios in present study, this could also be because the hydrodynamic 

effect of flippers was nullified by the entire animal body, which remained 

horizontal at an angle of attack of 0°. It is possible that hydrodynamic stall 

encountered by whale flippers was not detectable in the results because the overall 

lift on the animal is much higher.  

4.4.2 Hydrodynamic efficiency of different body poses 

The simulation results suggest that increasing the flipper pitch angle 

enhances the hydrodynamic efficiency of the NARW model, and the highest 

efficiency was measured at the maximum flipper pitch angle tested at 15°. Even 

though I did not cover a wider range of pitch angle, this finding is still consistent 
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with the results from flow tank experiments conducted by Weber et al. (2014), who 

found that the maximum hydrodynamic efficiency of cetacean flippers appears at 

approximately 10° in either positive or negative directions. Because there were 

little differences in lift production regardless of which flipper dihedral angles was 

used (Figure 3), lower efficiency associated with NARW model with decreased 

flipper dihedral angle resulted from an overall higher hydrodynamic drag on the 

animal. Modifying the total spine pitch angle slightly alters lift and drag production 

as well as the hydrodynamic efficiency of the model. However, no clear 

relationships between spine position and outcome forces was observed, which may 

be because the majority of the animal body and its fluke platform remained 

horizontal (i.e., the angle of attack of these body parts was 0°) so the influences of 

re-positioned spine segments were not substantial. 

4.4.3 Neutral trim pose of the NARW model 

Results from CFD simulation suggest that cetaceans are able to balance 

pitching moment by adjusting their appendages accordingly. For example, 

decreasing the flipper pitch angle of the NARW model from 2° to -4.03° (relative 

to the free-stream flow) must be accompanied by a 5° increase in the total spine 

pitch angle (i.e., pitching the spine downward) while maintaining fluke angle. By 

doing so, the animal can balance extra pitching moment generated by flippers 

positioned at different angle of attack (Table 4.4) and minimize additional drag 

(Fish and Shannahan 2000, Webb 2004, Payne et al. 2016). Being able to adjust 

body pose is likewise essential to stabilize recoil, overcome external perturbations, 
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and therefore reduce extra energy output while the animal is actively swimming 

(Webb 1988, 2002, Lauder 2011, Webb and Weihs 2015). Although flipper pitch 

angle and total spine pitch angle required to provide minimal pitching moment are 

similar for scenario 2 and 3 (Table 4), outcomes from scenario 3 were not 

considered because the overall drag on the NARW model was higher after  the 

flipper dihedral angle of the animal was adjusted. 

For the specific model used in this work, drag on the animal in trim was 

lowered by approximately 11% across the speeds tested. This drag reduction was 

relative to chapter 2 of this work on the same animal model but without body pose 

adjustments. Furthermore, measuring hydrodynamic forces and moments on 

animals in their trim pose eliminates artificial perturbances such as digital tags or 

data transmitters attached on the animals (Watson and Granger 1998, Shorter et 

al. 2014). Although there are an increasing number of publications addressing the 

hydrodynamic impacts of bio-logging tags on aquatic vertebrates (Jones et al. 

2013, McIntyre 2015), most studies did not utilize an animal model in trim pose 

while measuring drag numerically (Shorter et al. 2014). Given that animals may 

balance parasitic loads by modifying their swimming behavior and thereby 

minimize drag due to tag attachment (van der Hoop et al. 2014a, van der Hoop et 

al. 2018, Zhang et al. 2019), neutral trim pose of the animal should be considered 

if one wants to calculate hydrodynamic drag with computer solutions. However, 

tradeoffs of minimizing drag appeared as I reduced the angle of attack of the 
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flippers (Figure 4.10); this is especially important if the research subject is 

negatively buoyant like sharks (Fish and Shannahan 2000). 

 

Table 4.4 Body pose adjustments associated with minimal pitching moment. Direction of 

pitching moment is shown in parentheses. 

Parameter Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Flipper pitch angle 2° (-) -4.03° (+) -4° (+) 

Spine pitch angle 0° (+) 5° (-) 5° (-) 

Flipper dihedral angle 45° 45° 25° 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

This is the first study that uses a numerical approach to investigate ways to 

minimize drag on cetaceans. Although a static condition was considered in present 

work given the complexity of animal locomotion in nature, I found that minimum 

drag, which corresponds to the elimination of the parasitic loads, can be obtained 

by adjusting the pose of the animal; minimum drag occurs at the neutral trim pose. 

In the present study, drag on animals in trim pose was decreased by approximately 

10% comparing to its original body pose where its flippers and spine are positioned 

at an angle of 0° relative to the free-stream flow. This finding underscores the need 

to find the model’s neutral trim pose for baseline drag simulations. Therefore, I 

suggest that, in order to avoid over-estimating hydrodynamic drag due to 

unbalanced loads on the model, a preliminary study to identify parasitic loads is 

necessary. For research that estimate the hydrodynamic effects of animal-borne 
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devices, this approach is crucial. Those devices not only create drag resulting from 

increased frontal area and surface area, and less streamlining of the animal, etc., 

but also provide extra pitching moment and thereby additional drag. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

It has been over half a century that scientists tried to study the 

hydrodynamics of aquatic vertebrates qualitatively (e.g., categorizing swimming 

gaits) or quantitatively (e.g., using physics theory to identify the dynamics of 

animal locomotion). Numerous approaches, including analyzing video recordings 

of underwater movements of captive animals, visualizing flow field with pioneered 

technology (e.g., digital particle image velocimetry, DPIV), and capturing the 

kinematics of aquatic vertebrates by animal-borne tags or drones, etc. have been 

widely used in this field of study. However, unlike fish, pinnipeds, and small 

odontocetes that can be investigated in a controlled environment (e.g., a flow tank 

or an oceanarium), large whales are less accessible due to their remote habitats 

and large size. Accordingly, data for large whales are relatively deficient. 

In the present work, I explored and examined the capability of 

computational fluid dynamics modeling with a focus on the hydrodynamic 

characteristics of the North Atlantic right whale. The major findings of this 

dissertation include 1) CFD modeling is a practical approach to study the 

hydrodynamic performance of cetaceans, 2) change in body fitness will slightly 

affect the cost of locomotion of the right whale, and 3) it is necessary to find the 

neutral trim pose of any given animal model before measuring the parasitic forces 

(e.g., lift and drag) and loads (e.g., pitch, row, and yaw moments) on the animal. 

The first component of my work was to measure hydrodynamic drag on a 

gliding three-dimensional right whale model via CFD simulations (chapter 2). It 
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was found that drag on right whale is higher than previous estimations for this 

species and other large whales. Although various methods were used in literature 

and each of them had their strengths and weaknesses, data presented in current 

work should be considered as the baseline drag estimations for right whales 

because the model remained static (i.e., not undulating) during all tests and the 

flow field in the computational domain is more stable than the dynamic oceans 

(i.e., real condition).  Therefore, once the animal starts to perform complex 

behavior such as undulating, streamlines around the animal will be “stirred”, 

become unstable, and ultimately cause higher drag on the animal. Given the 

capability of CFD models to provide detailed force distributions on a whale model 

as shown in chapter 2, two additional right whale models were built to represent 

an emaciated and a pregnant animal. A comparative study (chapter 3) was 

undertaken and CFD results showed that the emaciated animal encountered the 

highest dimensionless drag, whereas the pregnant individual experienced the 

minimal dimensionless drag among all three models. Possible explanations 

include that the post-nuchal concavity on the emaciated animal create extra 

surface area that facing incoming flow and increase pressure drag, and that the 

body shape of the pregnant animal allowed it to maintain favorable pressure 

gradient which delays the flow separation. In addition, differences in drag 

estimations between literature and the drag estimated in chapter 2 prompted a 

follow-up study (chapter 4) that investigated how the accuracy of drag estimated 

by CFD model can be improved. It was found that drag on the right whale model 
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can be decreased by approximately 10% across right whale speed range by 

adjusting the body pose of the animal. By doing so, the parasitic loads (i.e., 

unwanted hydrodynamic moments) and associated drag penalty will be 

eliminated. 

Research conducted by this dissertation suggested that CFD modeling can 

serve as an alternative approach to elucidate the hydrodynamic characteristics of 

large whales. However, given the restrictions identified in present work (e.g., the 

animal model was static), future studies should address the kinematics of 

underwater movement (e.g., actively swimming or maneuvering, etc.) while 

measuring the cost of locomotion. In terms of the energetics of the North Atlantic 

right whale, I demonstrated that losing a portion of subcutaneous fat in post-

nuchal region or becoming pregnant will not lead to an extensive increase in 

locomotor costs. This finding can be supported by the well-described feasting and 

fasting periods in capital breeders such as large whales. However, recent studies 

have shown that changes in body fitness of right whales are frequently 

accompanied by other incidents such as entanglement in fishing gear. Extra 

parasitic loads caused by attached gear as well as possible injuries due to the 

encounter should also be considered while evaluating the energy budget and 

population health of the North Atlantic right whales. 
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Appendix Chapter 2 Supplemental Information 

Introduction 

A grid convergence study and a domain convergence study were conducted 

to acquire essential parameters for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

simulations. Each simulation was tested separately at a flow speed of 2 m/s in half-

domain on an 80-processor workstation with 256 GB of RAM. Drag results were 

converted to full-domain drag estimations by multiplying a factor of 2 in order to 

be comparable with the cross-section area of the 3-dimensional model and the 

computational domain size. 

Grid Convergence Study 

I performed a detailed grid convergence in order to obtain the reasonable 

mesh size and number of grid cells for the CFD simulations. I tested six different 

mesh sizes, from a total of 218,525 finite volume cells to 53,249,135 finite volume 

cells (Table S2.1). 

The required solution time varied from approximately 4 minutes to 20 h for 

minimum and maximum mesh resolutions, respectively. It was found that drag 

converges to approximately 520 N with a total number of cells above 107 (Figure 

S2.1). Therefore, undertaking CFD simulations with approximately 12 million cells 

should suffice to provide robust drag estimations for my 3-dimensional right whale 

model with a reasonable CPU time of 4 h per simulation. 
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Table S2.1 Resolution tested in the grid convergence study. 

Factor 
Control plane resolution Number of 

cells 
Drag* (N) 

Change regarding 
Factor 1.0 (%) X1 X2 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 

0.25 8 8 8 6 6 8 8 16 12 6 218,525 1057.29 100.71 

0.50 16 16 16 12 12 16 16 32 24 12 1,666,739 695.09 31.95 

0.75 24 24 24 18 18 24 24 48 36 18 5,426,525 569.19 8.05 

1.00 32 32 32 24 24 32 32 64 48 24 12,821,590 526.78 0.00 

1.25 40 40 40 30 30 40 40 80 60 30 24,993,674 521.60 -0.98 

1.50 48 48 48 36 36 48 48 120 90 45 53,249,135 490.71 -6.85 

 

*Full-model drag in negative Z direction 
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Table S2.2 Dimensions tested in the domain convergence study. 

Factor 
Width 

(m) 
Height (m) 

Length 
(m) 

Blockage Rate# 
(%) 

Drag* 
(N) 

Change regarding 
Factor 1.0 (%) 

0.750 13.31 12.37 21.56 2.51 621.10 8.45 

0.875 15.52 14.43 25.15 1.84 597.38 4.31 

1.000 17.74 16.50 28.74 1.41 572.68 0.00 

1.250 22.18 20.62 35.93 0.90 563.05 -1.68 

1.500 26.61 24.74 43.11 0.63 579.36 1.17 

2.000 35.48 32.99 57.49 0.35 579.92 1.26 

 
#The projected area of the animal model is 4.13 m2 
*Full-model drag in negative Z direction 
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Figure S2.1 Drag and drag change as a function of number of cells tested. Full-

model drag converges to approximately 520 N with a total number of cells above 

107. 

 

Domain convergence study 

In addition to defining the required mesh size, a domain convergence study 

was conducted to obtain the practical computational domain size to ensure that 

there are no wall effects and that the trailing vortices can be fully developed in 

downstream of the animal model. A total of six domain sizes with their dimensions 

ranged from approximately 13 m (wide) x 12 m (high) x 21.5 m (long) to 35 m 

(wide) x 33 m (high) x 57.5 m (long) were tested (Table S2.2). Center of gravity of 

the 3-dimensional model was placed at the middle of the cross-section plane and 
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at approximately 40% in the longitudinal (flow-wise) direction of the domain. I 

found that drag converges to approximately 580 N with a blockage ratio below 2% 

(Figure S2.2 and Figure S2.3). Therefore, a computational domain with 14 m 

(wide) x 14 m (high) x 27 m (long) dimensions was selected to provide drag 

estimations with a reasonable CPU time. 

 

 

Figure S2.2 Blockage area of the three-dimensional model. The projected area of 

the 3-dimentional model is 4.13 m2 and its perimeter is 12.43 m. 
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Figure S2.3 Drag as a function of blockage ratio. Full-model drag converges to 

approximately 580 N with a blockage ratio below 2%. 
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